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Congress—
Conscience—Law
E. H Hess
Literary Digest
The Friend

77^ Breaking of the Day
•

'Tis almost time for the Lord to come,
I hear the people say;
The stars of heav'n are growing dim,

9

It must be the breaking.of
T h e Indwelling of the
Holy Spirit

i

the day.

The signs foretold in the sun and moon,
In earth, and sea, and sky,
Aloud proclaim to all mankind,
The coming of the Master draweth nigh.

E. N. Engle

f

It must be time for the waiting Church
To cast her pride away,
With girded loins and burning lamps,

Are t h e Days of
Revivals Past?
Harry M. Lintz

To look for the breaking of the day.
Go quickly out in the streets and lanes,

9

And in the broad highway,
And call the maim'd, the halt, and blind,
To be ready for the breaking of the day.

Foreign Missions
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COMMENT S andHEMS of INTERE S T
AFRICA'S NEW RAILWAY
Covering a distance of 2,949 miles, a new
railway connects the ports of Lobito, in
Angola, on the west coast of Africa, with
Beira, in Rhodesia, on the east coast. The
first train to cross the continent from ocean
to ocean made this trip early in July (1931).
The south central portion of Africa, and
especially the copper and other mineral
regions of Belgian Congo and Rhodesia, are
thus opened to the rest of the world.
OUR HOPE
It has been alleged that the hope of the
Second Advent is a dreamy, mystical sentiment which disqualifies one for the active
fulfilment of the duties of life. Nothing
could be further from the truth. Those who
cherish that anticipation, who awake in the
morning, saying, "Perhaps it will be today," who go to their sleep, whispering to
their hearts, "Perchance I shall be changed
into His likeness in a moment as I sleep,
and awake in my resurrection body'—these
are among the most devoted, strenuous, and
successful workers in the Church of Jesus
Christ. They are not recognized in the daily
or religious press, but God knows and honors them.
"O blessed hope, with this elate.
Let not our hearts be desolate,
But strong in faith and patience wait
Until He come."

—A B. Simpson.

JAPAN WITHDRAWS ARMY
According to newspaper dispatches the
last of Japan's soldiers are being withdrawn
from Shanghai area. Japan is learning
when too late that she cannot go out and
make war with impunity. The losses which
she has suffered from lack of trade to say
nothing of the terrific losses of human life
and property make it very, very apparent
that modern warfare is unthinkable from
any angle whatsoever.
"FAITH IN GOD"
A small boy once received from his Sunday School a picture card with the text
"Have Faith in God," printed in lovely letters upon it. He was very happy over his
new possession, but on his way home it
slipped from his fingers and fluttered from
the open street car in which he was riding.
Then a cry of distress arose, "Stop the car,
Mr. Conductor, please stop. I've lost my
'Faith in God'." The good-natured conductor
signaled to the driver and the boy hopped
out and quickly recovered his card, or as he
said his "Faith in God," amid the smiles of
the passengers. And one silvery haired old
gentleman quietly remarked, "It would be
well if every Christian were so concerned
about his 'Faith in God'."—Publisher Unknown.
SODOM AND GOMORRAH
Recent discoveries at the Dead Sea reveal
the fact that the cities of Sodom and Gomorrah were destroyed by fire. Ashes and
other tell-tale indications bear witness to

the Bible narrative, telling of the destruction of these wicked cities of the plain.
Further discoveries indicate that they were
built on the ruins of other civilizations preceding them.
It is truly remarkable how many things
have been discovered in the quite recent past
throughout Bible lands, and without a single
exception they all substantiate the statements of Scripture.
CAPONE FINALLY IMPRISONED
After much delay Scarface Al Capone has
finally been locked in the Atlanta Federal
Penitentiary to serve a 11 year prison term
for evading government income tax. Without doubt the country at large is much better off with him behind the bars than anywhere else. With proper seclusion the vice
king's activities should be effectively broken
up during the years of his imprisonment.

W H A T G R E W FROM AN IRON RING
One hundred years ago, on Aug. 29, 1831,
the son of an Irish blacksmith, who from
youth had been fascinated by the mysteries
of magnetism and electricity, took an iron
ring, wound around it two coils of wire, attached the end of one coil to an electric battery, the end of the other to a galvanometer and watched to see what would happen. On the galvanometer the indicator
needle moved.
In that experiment the modern world of
the dynamo was born; it evolved from the
little iron ring in the hands of Michael
Faraday, whose brilliant mind conceived the
theory of induction. In a century an industry worth at least $100,000,000,000 has
been built upon the coiled wires and their
iron core; a beneficent revolution has been
worked in the domain of industry; Niagara
and ten thousand other cataracts have been
linked to the tasks of civilization; light—
for the pressure of a button—has been put
at the command of man and the dark corners of the earth have been made luminous.
The National Electric Light Association
recently reported to President Hoover that
its members would spend $600,000,000 this
year on new electrical construction. Wheels
revolve in factories, trolley cars move human masses from home to work and work
to homes, smokeless locomotives haul trains
across country; in the household are vacuum cleaners, dish-washers, clotheswashers
and what not; on the farm cows are milked
and other chores are done with relatively
little human labor, because a century ago
Faraday had an idea.
Probably no more impressive measure
may be found of the accelerated progress of
civilization than in contemplating what has
developed in 100 years from Faraday's iron
ring.—Chicago Daily News.
CHALMERS ON CHRIST'S RETURN
Dr. Thomas Chalmers, the great Scottish
scholar and preacher, rightly called 'the
great Chalmers," was a strong believer in
our Lord's second coming. We do not know
of any clearer testimony as to the return of
Christ than the following:
"Of this I am satisfied, that the next coming of Christ will be a coming, not final

judgment, but a coming to usher in the
Millennium. I utterly despair of the uni- y
versal prevalence of Christianity as the resuit of a missionary process. I look for its
conclusive establishment through a widening passage of desolations and judgments,
with the demolition of our civil and ecclesiastical structures. 'Overturn, Overturn,
Overturn,' is the watchword of our coming
Lord."
In his Sabbath Readings (Vol. I, page 311)
Chalmers says: "I desire to cherish a more
habitual and practical faith than heretofore
in that coming which even the first Christians were called to hope for with all earnestness, even though many centuries were
to elapse ere the hope could be realized; and
how much more we who are so much nearer
this great fulfillment than at the time when
we believed!"—David Scrimgeour, Dundee,
Scotland.
WHAT ARE TROUBLES?
The farmer contends against troubles:
weeds infest his garden; bugs attack his
fruit; cattle break down fences, and neighbors are sometimes mean. After all, is
not the word "trouble" simply a contemptuous name for work. The business man contends against hard times, inefficient help and
stiff competition. He pays high wages to
get men to help him meet his "troubles."
When we feel grouchy or weary or discouraged, we call the ordinary duties of life
"troubles" and reach for the martyr's crown.
There are home troubles, business troubles,
church troubles and troubles in the larger
fellowships called "denominations." When
we wish to pass a disagreeable job on to
someone else we call it "trouble" and pass
by on the other side of the road.—Faith and
Fellowship.

AVERAGE CHURCH CONTRIBUTIONS
The United Stewardship Council reports
the sum contributed to various church purposes in Protestant denominations, with the
average per member. A total membership
of 23,367,360 in the United States and Canada gave, in 1929, $514,992,105. Of this
amount $406,069,808 was used for congregational expenses; $79,857,761 for benevolences and included in budgets; and in addition, large amounts for non-denominational and interdenominational activities.
The Southern Presbyterian Church holds
first rank, giving an average of $9.01 per
member. The United Presbyterian Church
stands second, with an average of $8.49. The
United Church of Canada holds third place,
its average being $6.36; the Reformed
Church of America (Dutch Reformed),
fourth, with $5.68 per member; and fifth,
the Presbyterian Church, U. S. A., with
$5.26. This is for budget contributions only.
In per capita gifts for all purposes the Baptists of Ontario and Quebec show the highest average, $40.10 pel member. Next in
order is the Protestant Episcopal Church
with $39.72; the Northern Presbyterian with
$34.89; Reformed Church in America with
$34.42; United Presbyterian with $33.81,
and Southern Presbyterian with $31.91.
—American Friend.
It should be understood a Christian's
method of living will depend upon his belief in the promises of God.—T. H. Atkinson.
Teach me thy way, O LORD; I will
walk in thy truth: unite my heart to fear
thy name.—Psa. 86:11.

Evangelical Visitor
A Bi-Weekly Religious Journal
"The

harvest truly is great, but the labourers are few: pray ye therefore the Lord of
the harvest, that he would send forth labourers into his harvest." Lk. 10:2.
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I N S T A N T IN S E A S O N — O U T O F
SEASON.
The present day Christian
worker—prospective evangelist, pastor, or
missionary can still learn profitably from
many of our early fathers in the faith.
Looking back over years now spent and
gone, we recall with pleasure the numerous
contacts with men and women of God, who
visited in our home. W e distinctly remember how they apparently watched for the
first favorable opportunity to contact each
one of us children and present the claims
of Christ to our young hearts. W e shall
never forget the warm hand clasp and the
tender word of these dear people to whom
personal evangelism meant more than their
daily bread.
In recent years the tendency is too much
in another direction. W e fear too many
are absorbed with the thought of the great
things they expect to do when certain objectives are reached. Others are much concerned with themselves and after attending
to the multiplied personal and bodily needs
(?), there is no time left for personal work.
It is often very noticeable that these conditions obtain more largely among those
who have passed through our institutions
of learning and the writer naturally asks
the question, " W h y ? " W e do not know
that we will be able to offer a solution, but
we have noticed the difference and frankly
we believe that the difference should be in
the exact opposite direction. It may be
that there is not enough emphasis put upon
the value of personal soul winning, but
surely it was Christ's way and those who
have imitated it have been remarkably
successful in leading others to Christ.
"I W I L L L I F T U P M I N E E Y E S U N T O T H E HILLS." As the beauty of
Spring is bursting in upon us on every
hand and the hillsides are turning into a
verdure of green and here and there we are
greeted with a sweet scent of flowers, like
David of old, our eyes are frequently lifted
» thither; but the thought of our heart does
not stop with the beauties of the hillside.
W e are forcibly reminded that man has
a deeper spiritual need which nature is un-
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able to touch; and again like David we ask
the question, "From whence cometh my
help?" The answer springs spontaneously
from the heart that knows, " M y help cometh from the Lord." How many times during the past several years have the children of God been enabled to prove the
reality of this glorious promise. How
happy it would be for the people of this
fair land if everyone could realize that the
real source of our help at the time of this
political and financial crisis is not the
capitol hill in Washington, but God himself, who is able to not only right the outward conditions and affairs of men, but
who is able to so change the lives and attitude of men and women that their
changed methods of living will have much
to do with changing conditions about them.
K N O W L E D G E P U F F E T H UP, B U T
L O V E E D I F I E T H . There is a certain
kind of knowledge that merely ministers
to pride, to self-conceit, to vanity, stubbornness, and selfishness, and leaves in its
wake a bountiful harvest of broken promises, wounded hearts, and wrecked lives.
The only knowledge that does not puff is
that which is mingled with love.
Love enables one to build on the true
foundation. It is love that weaves into
ones character that intrinsic characteristic
known as humility; that enables the individual to realize that knowledge comes
from a God of love and helps one to reach
out to all men and share with others. Lives
with knowledge only, ultimately become
spoiled and weak; on the contrary where
love is the ruling element in life, the individual becomes one of the strong foundation stones of society and men will pick
their feet from the mire of uncertainties
and rest upon its solid foundations. They
will turn from their toils and disappointments and rest in its shadow.

All General Conference attendants from
Pennsylvania, going there by train, should
leave Harrisburg, at 7:20 Saturday evening,
June 4th, or 12:10 Sunday morning, June
5th.
If you take the first train you will arrive
at Englewood, 8:34 Sunday morning, and
can spend the day at the Chicago Mission,
which is nearby, 6039 S. Halsted St., Chicago; if you take the second, be sure to get
the section that arrives at Chicago at 5:35
p. m. Sunday. The official party will leave
Dearborn Station on the Santa Fe, at 10:45
p. m., June 5th.

California Invites You
Waukena, Calif., May 6, 1932
Greetings:
As the time is swiftly approaching for our
Annual General Conference to convene, we
wish to encourage and invite all who possibly can to meet with us here at Upland.
If possible come in time for the Commencement exercise of Beulah College from May
24 to June 1st. Other religious bodies are
putting forth special effort to push the cause
of Christ, why not the Brethren in Christ
Church ?
While these are days of testings and financial difficulties, it may be the opportune
time for the advancement of the cause of
Christ.
Again we would urge all who possibly
can to come and assure you a cordial welcome.
Let the church in general pray for our
Conference.
—J. H. Wagaman.
"Nor yet," said the little boy busy at
play; "when I grow older I will think about
God." The boy grew to be a young man.
"Not yet," said the young man; "when I
see my business prosper then I shall have
more time." Business did prosper. "Not
yet," said the man of business; "my children must have my care. W h e n they are
settled in life I shall have more leisure."
He lived to be grey-headed. "Not yet,"
still he cried; "I shall soon retire, then I
shall have plenty of time to read and reflect." So he died, and he put off to another time what he should have done when
voung. He lived without God, consequently he died without hope.—Selected.
If God is with you, you will want
neither company nor comfort.—Rutherford.
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CONSCIENCE — CONGRESS — LAW
During 1931 the Supreme Court of the United
States refused naturalization papers to Dr.
Macintosh, of Yale University, upon t h e
ground that he refused to accept an act of
Congress as the final interpretation of the
will of God, especially in respect to bearing
arms.
The explanatory note following this, by our
Associate Editor, Enos H. Hess, and the article
and resolution by Wm. C. Allen in the Friend
and a reprint of an article "Conscience vs.
Congress" in the February 20th issue of the
Literary Digest, should be of vital interest to
all our readers.—Editor.

Freedom of Conscience

the live-to-four decision of the Supreme
Court to refuse citizenship to Dr. Douglas
Clyde Macintosh on the ground that he is
unwilling to bear arms in any war which
he believes unjust and contrary to the will
of God.
Roman Catholics and Protestants of all
denominations are up in arms, so to speak,
against this ruling, and are supporting an
amendment to the naturalization law to permit those with conscientious scruples
against war to become American citizens,
if they are otherwise qualified.
Twenty-seven influential religious journals of the leading denominations join in a
simultaneous protest against the Supreme
Court's ruling and circulate the declaration,
and Roman Catholic opinion takes a similar
stand.
The document, to be had from any denominational journal participating in the
protest, is vigorously worded.
After reciting the circumstances of the
Macintosh decision, and quoting the dissenting opinion of Chief Justice Hughes concurred in by Justices Brandeis, Holmes, and
Stone, the declaration reads:

H P H E R E is considerable agitation at this
•"• time in the United States concerning
freedom of conscience, especially in relation to exemption from participation in
war. The Brethren in Christ Church has
taken the position of being opposed to war
and is on record in Washington, as well as
in the Dominion of Canada, as being nonresistant and opposed to war.
A very enlightening article was printed
in the Literary Digest of Feb. 20, 1932,
on the subject, "Conscience versus Congress." The chief spokesman in the discussion in Congress is Senator Bronson
Cutting, of N e w Mexico. T h e editorial staff
"Therefore, I, a citizen of the United States,
of the Visitor believes that while many of solemnly
refuse to acknowledge the obligation
our readers do not have access to the Liter- •which the Supreme Court declares to be binding upon all citizens, whether native-born or
ary Digest, that it is advisable to reprint naturalized.
have not promised, expressly or tacitly,
this article in the Evangelical Visitor, as to "Iaccept
an act of Congress as the final inwell as the text of our position on war as terpretation of the will of God, and I will not
do so.
recorded in the State Department at W a s h "In my allegiance to my country I withhold
ington, as well as in Canada. W e believe nothing, not even my life.
"But I can not give my conscience. That betoo that it would be proper and expedient longs to God.
"I
the obligation which the Sufor the church as a whole, at the on-coming premerepudiate
Court's decision would impose upon me,
and
declare
that
the imposition of such an
Conference, to re-state our position and
obligation is the essence of tyranny. I refuse
determine whether the status as determined to be bound by it.
"I further solemnly declare that until this
during the Civil W a r period obtains for intolerable
restriction upon conscience and reour church body in faith and practice at ligion has been removed, I will not take the
oath of allegiance upon any occasion without
the present time.
adding thereto a reservation of the right of
conscience and of my supreme allegiance to
It will be noted that, at least as we under- the will of God.
"I therefore earnestly and respectfully pestand the church's position, it is not in tition
Congress to amend the naturalization
complete harmony with the position taken law so as to unbind the consciences of American citizens, and to insure that no alien who
in the article as will be found in this issue is otherwise qualified, and who is willing to
subject to the same obligations in all reof the Visitor.
T h e article, however, be
spects as a native-born citizen, shall be refused
citizenship.
should give us a synopsis of the views taken
"(Signed)
"
on the subject of war by those in authority
The
text
of
a
proposed
statutory
amendin our country.
ment, drawn up by the law firm headed by
— E . H. Hess.
John W. Davis, Democratic candidate for
President in 1924, and placed in the hands
Conscience vs. Congress
of Senator Bronson Cutting of New Mexico,
reads:
(ilF
THIS BE TREASON . . ." then Con"No alien otherwise qualified under this act
shall be denied citizenship
by reason of his regress will have to make the most of a fusal
on conscientious N grounds to promise to
concerted refusal to accept it as the inter- bear arms or otherwise participate in war; but
every alien admitted to citizenship shall be
preter of the will of God.
subject to the same obligation in all respects
as
a native-born citizen."
Specifically, the signers of a new declaraTo tolerate the Supreme Court's decision,
tion of independence being circulated cooperatively by the religious press declare says The Christian Century (Undenominatheir supreme allegiance to be to God, and tional), "to be squeamish about raising one's
say that they will not accept any act of voice against it, to imagine that any prinCongress which they hold violates religious ciple of sound patriotism is violated by infreedom,
continently repudiating it and disassociating
"The Declaration of an American Citizen," onesself from all obligation under it, is
as the document is called, is an outcome of simply to confess how fully one's mind has

been brought under the yoke of subjection
to a thoroughly pagan conception of the
State."
The aim of the religious press in its present concerted effort, says this Chicago journal, which devotes nearly an entire issue to
the discussion, is "to inform church people
that something serious and unprecedented
has happened to their status as citizens, to
arouse them to a repudiation of the restriction which the Supreme Court's decision
puts upon their long-established guaranty of
freedom of conscience, and to enlist them in
a nation-wide petition to Congress for relief." It is urged—
"The time is ripe for a vigorous uprising
against those post-war influences which are
operating to set up a nationalistic state as
absolute as that which we once imputed to
Prussianized Germany, and as pagan as that of
the Roman Caesars.
"The most precious treasures of our American heritage are at stake.
"If those who believe in a spiritual religion;
in a free church within a free state; in a democracy which jealously guards its most precious asset, namely, the free consent of the
governed; in a living God who holds in His
hands the destinies of nations—if such citizens
as these hesitate to voice their convictions but
bend their wills supinely to a pagan deity, the
future of both religion and democracy will
be dark indeed."

That Dr. Macintosh is in essential agreement with Catholic moralists is vouched for
in the same magazine by J. Elliott Ross, a
Roman Catholic priest connected with the
Newman Foundation at the University of
Illinois. He says, "both Dr. Macintosh and
Catholic moralists stand for the supremacy
of the individual conscience, and realize
that a situation may arise when the citizen
of a particular state must say with the
apostles: 'We must obey God rather than
men'."
It is obvious, maintains Father Ross, that
governments may make mistakes. Therefore, "when an individual citizen is conscientiously convinced that his Government's
officials have made a moral mistake, he
may have the obligation of actually disobeying their commands."
The decision, then, is not only in sharp
conflict with the Christian attitude, asserts
Father Ross, but it is in "sharp contrast
with what many born Americans thought
was the most fundamental of all American
principles—freedom of conscience.
And
born Americans," he says, "are affected by
this decision just as much as naturalized
citizens."
To illustrate what he terms the logical
weakness of the Supreme Court's decision,
Father Ross recalls that during the World
War "we held that the Central Powers were
wrong, and we tried to convince German
citizens that they should not cooperate with
a government committing such a crime
against humanity. "But whence," he asks,
"does our Congress get an infallibility ir^_
declaring war that no opposing Government
could possibly have?"
The issue is serious, agrees The Living
Church (Episcopal), "and no Christian citi-
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zen should shirk his duty to think this question through and then to act."
If we do take the oath of allegiance, or if
a like promise is implied, says The Living
Church, "it becomes our moral duty to fulfil our promise, no matter how iniquitous in
a given case we may think a law to be."
Then:

It asks the executive committee to take tion of demanding that incoming citizens
steps from time to time as may be deemed giving up the right to be conscience-led
wise to secure a reconsideration of the de- when by the Constitution, by legislative encision. Such a reconsideration the Supreme actment, and by the Kellogg-Briand Treaty
Court later in the year declined to act upon. this very thing is safeguarded and encourThe General Convention of the Protestant aged for native-born citizens."
The Society of Friends has for almost
Episcopal Church of the United States, met
in Denver, Colorado, 1931, joined in this cru- three hundred years so successfully consade on behalf of conscience to the follow- tended for rights of conscience that its recent pronouncements need not be introduced
ing extent:—
"Whereas, The present laws of the United here.
States relieve citizens who are conscientious
At the Biennial Conference of the Ameriobjectors from the duty of bearing arms;
can Unitarian Association, held in Phila"Resolved, The House of Bishops concur- delphia, Pa., 1931, it was resolved:—
ring, That this Convention expresses its
"That we feel a deepening dismay at the
earnest hope that the naturalization laws decision of the Supreme Court to the effect,
and the oath of allegiance of the United first: that liberty of conscience, even in the
States may be so modified that conscientious bearing of arms in any or all wars, has no
objectors may be admitted to citizenship, guarantee whatsoever in the Constitution of
provided they are willing to serve their the United States, but only in the judgment
country in the event of war by non-combat- of Congress, a decision which appears to
ant service."
subject all citizens, and especially all officeholders taking the oath of office in substanThe Mennonites have for centuries con
scientiously refused to engage in war and tially the same terms of the naturalization
oath, to the implied promise in advance to
their position is generally fully recognized.
In the official statement of the Sixth bear arms in any and all wars of the nation
Ecumenical Conference, held at Atlanta, no matter what religious scruples may be
Ga., 1931, the representatives of Methodist felt; and, second: that the decision puts a
Churches from all over the world made the construction upon the Constitution contrary
to our American practice in all its history,
following declaration:
"It is difficult to see how any nation which because it definitely assures to Congress the
forever renounces war as national policy right of universal conscription of conscience
(referring to the Kellogg Pact) can deny without regard to religious scruples in the
citizenship to any man, otherwise fit, who bearing of arms.
must inquire of God and his conscience
"Be It Futher Resolved, That we who apwhether a war is just before he will take up prove these resolutions, pledge ourselves to
arms. . . . War must go or civilization all possible efforts to move Congress to find
goes!"
some relief."
The following resolution was adopted by
The General Convention of the Universalthe General Assembly of the Presbyterian ist Church, held in Buffalo, N. Y., 1931, has
Church in the U. S. A., 1930, and reaffirmed so well epitomized the general thought and
at the General Assembly of 1931, held at expression of church groups, during 1931,
Pittsburgh, Pa.:—
that I more copiously copy from its recom"Whereas, The Standards of the Church mendations respecting the supremacy of
declare 'that God alone is Lord of the con- conscience:—
science, 'and
"Whereas, The Supreme Court of the
"Whereas, The Church has always taught United States by a majority opinion has
that it is the duty of men to obey their con- ruled, in the case of Professor Douglas
science in the fear of God and in fidelity to Macintosh, that, under the Constitution of
His word; and
the United States, no person can become a
"Whereas, All should stand on the same naturalized citizen of this country unless he
basis of principle, enjoying equal rights and promise to bear arms in any war which
having equal duties in the Church and in the Congress may declare, and
State;
"Whereas, This decision implies that, in
" Therefore, Resolved, That the Assembly the matter of bearing arms, every nativedeclares its belief that the right and duty born citizen of the United States is under
of citizenship should not be conditioned upon obligation to obey the dictates of the State
the test of ability or willingness, contrary to' rather than the dictates of his own conconscience, to bear arms or to take part as science, and
a combatant of war."
"Whereas, This decision strikes at the
At the General Conference of the Seventh principle of the freedom of conscience guarDay Baptists, held at Alfred, N. Y., 1931, anteed, under the Constitution of the United
the following minutes were adopted regard- States, to every citizen of this nation, therefore be it
ing the Macintosh case:—
"Resolved, That this Convention of the
"Our nation has, by the Constitution and
legislative enactment even in times of war, Universalist Church affirm its endorsement
safeguarded religious liberty, thus recog- of the minority opinion of the Supreme
nizing that a citizen's first duty is to God. Court."
(Continued on page 171)
.•
Our nation must not put itself in the posi-

"It follows that the Supreme Court has not
only held that Congress has power to override
the religious principles and scruples of the individual, but that it has power to dispense him
from his scruples and absolve him from his
allegiance to Almighty God. It holds that we
have promised in advance to put our consciences in our pockets when Congress speaks.
"To such a doctrine we can never assent.
We claim for ourselves and accord to others
complete freedom of conscience as our civil
right. AVe have not given and can not give to
the State any promise to the contrary, whether
express or implied."

If the proposed amendment to the naturalization law is adopted, it will do much
to clear up the whole question of the conflict
of loyalties, thinks Zion's Herald (Methodist). "But it is necessary," says the Boston weekly, "that Christian public opinion be
mightily aroused upon the wrong of an interpretation of patriotism that strikes at thp
very root of genuine Christianity."
But a former fellow citizen of Dr. Macintosh, the Rev. John E. Shea, of Shawnee,
Oklahoma, writes to The Living Church
that loyalty to the laws of the United States
is "a virtue of equal significance to loyalty
to the laws of God." "The two are coincident," he says. "I can not be untrue to
one without being untrue to the other. It
is a truth which needs no argument, that if
every one were to be a law unto himself,
there could be no law. This is true both of
Church and State."—Literary Digest.

Conscience and Law
'ANY of the larger denominations of
the United States, during 1931, took
strong action with respect to the decision of
the Supreme Court refusing naturalization
to Dr. Macintosh, of Yale University, and to
others who considered the will of God paramount to the will of a possible fallible government. The feeling is deep that our
country needs, not a leveling down, but a
leveling up, of the character of its citizenship. Herewith I present a few excerpts
from declarations of church groups bearing
upon this subject.
The Northern Baptist Convention, 1931.
held in Kansas City, Mo., protested against
"the denial of citizenship to persons, otherwise qualified, because of their unwillingness to bear arms."
The General Council of the Congregational and Christian Churches, 1931, assembled
in Seattle, Washington, declared that the
"minority opinion of the Supreme Court in
our judgment maintains the tradition and
j-.practices of the American people, the guarantees of the Constitution as expressed
therein." The GeneraJ Council regretted
the majority opinion of the Supreme Court
barring such individuals from citizenship.
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The Indwelling of the Holy Spirit
By E. N. Engle
Y spirit frequently becomes stirred
J.VJI w i t h today's teachings on the above
subject. I have at times felt the urge to
write upon the subject, but have refrained
for various reasons. I will now try to give
my thoughts in writing, as the Spirit helps.
I take the position in which I am sure
the scriptures will bear me out. The "Indwelling of the Holy Spirit" referred to in
Acts 2:38, "The gift of the Holy Ghost," in
Matt. 3:11, "The baptism with the Holy
Ghost" in Luke 24:49 and Acts 1.4, 5, "the
promise of the Father;" in Jno. 14:16, 17.
"Another Comforter, even the Spirit of
truth" "the Comforter which is the Holy
Ghost," to be sent by the Father in Jesus's
name, Jno. 14:26; are all synonomous terms
and refer to the outpouring of the Spirit as
at the day of Pentecost. I also take the
position that where the term "believers" is
used in the N e w Testament it refers to
saved people. "The world" as the term is
used in the N e w Testament is unsaved people. I also take the position that not all believers have this experience of the Indwelling or Baptism of the Holy Ghost, but it is
an experience to be received subsequent to
or after the experience of regeneration or
the " N e w Birth" Jno. 14:17. " W h o m the
world that is sinners (as above noted) cannot receive." A sinner upon repentance can
receive Jesus Christ, but cannot receive the
Holy Ghost, as this is an experience for
believers. I cite here two cases in apostolic teaching and practice. In Acts 8 we
have the circumstance given where Philip,
one of the seven, held a revival at Samaria. M a n y believed and were baptized.
Later the church at Jerusalem, hearing that
Samaria had received the W o r d of God,
sent Peter and John who, when they were
come down, prayed for those baptized believers (saved people) that they might receive the Holy Ghost, "for as yet he was
fallen upon none of them: only they were
baptized in the name of the Lord Jesus.
Then laid they their hands on them and
they received the Holy Ghost." In Acts
19 we have the circumstance of Paul, coming to Ephesus, he finds certain disciples
who needed further instruction in the things
of God, and concerning Jesus Christ, and
the Holy Ghost. After receiving Christian
baptism which is only for believers He laid
his hands upon them and they received the
Holy Ghost. Also in Ephesians 1:13 we
read, "After that ye believed, (became
saved people as above) ye were sealed
with that Holy Spirit of promise." M a n y
are teaching that every believer has the
Indwelling of the Holy Spirit. The foregoing should suffice to prove our position,
and yet we have one more scripture which
we think the strongest.
It is taught in the N e w Testament Scriptures that second blessing Holiness, or

Sanctification as an experience is to be obtained subsequent to the experience of the
new birth. In Romans 8:10 is given the
standing of the believer in each experience
after setting forth in the 9th verse, that the
Spirit of God and the Spirit of Christ
dwell in the believer. He says, "And if
Christ be in you, the body is dead because
of S-I-N; (or the carnal mind) but the Spirit is life because of righteousness" (a paradox indeed). I am a saved person, living
here upon this earth, but my "body is dead"
and my Spirit is life or alive, because Adam
a quickening Spirit or Spirit quickener, has
made my Spirit alive, by cleansing from all
unrighteousness, and still leaving my body
dead.
Should the rapture or the first resurrection take place while I am in this condition,
were my body in the grave, it would remain dead, untouched by the first resurrection until the final resurrection. In John
5:28, 29 we read, "Marvel not at this; for
the hour is coming, in the which all that
are in the graves shall hear his voice, And
shall come forth; they that have done good,
unto the resurrection of life; and they that
have done evil, unto the resurrection of
damnation"—and all this condition because
of S-i-n or the carnal mind not having been
cleansed. "But if the Spirit of him that
raised up Jesus from the dead dwell in you,
he that raised up Christ from the dead
shall also quicken your mortal bodies by
his Spirit that dwelleth in you." Romans
8:11. In verse 10 the Spirit of God and
the Spirit of Jesus indwell the believer,
and in verse 11 the Spirit of the Holy
Ghost indwells the believer, teaching clearly the eradication of the carnal mind for the
believer in this life,
Thomas, Okla.

W h e r e are the Grapes?
By P. J.

Wiebe

IEN God led the Israelites from
Egypt to the land of Canaan they
arrived at Kadesh-barnea. From this place
Moses sent twelve spies to find out what
kind of a country the land of Canaan was.
He also told them to bring of the fruit of
the land. (Numbers 13:20.) The spies
marched up and down in the promised land
and after forty days they returned bringing
grapes, pomegranates and figs. They had
a perfect right to say that they had been in
Canaan, for here was the evidence. As
far as we know everybody believed their
testimony when they said, " W e came unto
the land whither thou sentest us, and surely
it floweth with milk and honey; and this is
the fruit of it." Num. 13:27.
N o w let us make the spiritual application. The land of Canaan is a type of
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what God has prepared for His people,— C
a place where we can have real victory,
real rest for our souls, and freedom in the
Holy Ghost. (Matt. 11:29.) God wants
His people to enjoy the fruits of the spiritual Canaan. And today a great many
people are professing to live in Canaan.
There is no objection to such a profession.
However, if you profess to live there, you
should be able to say like the spies, "This
is the fruit of it." But, alas, how many of
those who profess to have entered the land
of rest are not able to produce any of its
fruits. W e might well ask the question,
" W h e r e are the grapes?" If we have really entered the land of Canaan we will be
able to show some of its fruit. Let us consider a few of the fruits that are found
there.
Paul tells us the fruit of the spirit is love,
joy, peace, longsuffering, etc. W h e n people get sanctified God gives them a baptism
of love. "The love of God is shed abroad
(or poured out) in our hearts by the Holy
Ghost which is given unto us." Rom. 5:5.
How sad it is, that people who make such
high profession, show such a lack of love.
If the love of God has really been shed
abroad in our hearts, why make such unkind remarks about our brethren? W h y
make such threats concerning what we
are going to do? W h y take advantage of
anyone? W h y do we always want our
own way?
The second fruit the apostle mentions is
joy. This world offers fun, but only the
Christian has real joy of such a nature that
when people get the joy of heaven in their
souls, it spoils them for anything that this
old world can give. W h e n people have
tasted the fruits of Canaan they are not
lusting after the leaks, onions, and garlicks
of Egypt. W h e n we have the joy of the
Lord, we don't want to go to the world
for pleasure. If we say, we are living in
the land of Canaan, and are continually
running to the world for pleasure, are we
not professing something that we do not
possess? Let us get all that God has for
us, and not merely make a profession that
we are sanctified, when the fruits we produce do not correspond with our testimony. God can give us a satisfying portion that will enable us to produce the spiritual fruit of Canaan.
W h a t has been said of the first two
fruits of the Spirit—love and joy—may
also be said of the rest of them. It is impossible to produce these fruits of ourselves, but if we have entered the land of
Canaan these fruits will be produced in
abundance.
"Peace is flowing like a river, since the
Lord sanctified me." God's promise is that
He will give great peace to them that love.
His law. Ps. 119:165. "The Lord will blesHis people with peace." Ps. 29:11. ''God
will speak peace to His people." Ps. 85:8.
"Moreover, if we hearken to His com-
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Are the Days of Revivals Past?
| 0 T infrequently we hear Christian
leaders say "The days of revivals are
past." Is this true? In the light of experience and observation as an evangelist, I
am constrained to question, yea, to deny,
the statement, and contend that the days of
revivals are not over. It is as possible to
have a revival today as when Paul
preached on Mars Hill, provided God's
people are willing to pay the price.
The Christian Business Men's revival at
Chicago, furnishes the most recent and best
illustration of God's willingness and ability
to send a revival even to so wicked a city.
In April, 1930, a group of Chicago's
Christian Business men met in the Capitol
Building to pray for a revival. They gathered together regularly for nine months.
Then met at a luncheon to discuss the possibility of a revival, the probability of a
revival in Chicago, and the advisability of
starting the work in the heart of Chicago's
business activity, the Loop.
After earnest prayer and careful discussion they felt led to rent a theatre in the
Loop and begin noon-day meetings for the
up and out as well as for the down and
out. They had opposition to encounter,
and criticism to endure but God had
spoken, and, like Abraham of old, they
moved forward.
On Tuesday (noon),
January 6, 1931, the first service was held
in the Garrick theatre. From the outset
the blessing and power of God have rested
upon the movement. The attendance and
interest have continuously increased. The
meetings have been carried on every day
in the week (Saturday and Sunday excepted) for the past seventeen months. The
attendance has been from 500 to 1100. I
have been there when as many as 300 were
turned away. The average attendance is
about 700.
These noon-day meetings, now being
held in the Adelphi theatre, are broadcast
over Station W - M - B - I . It is estimated
that the audience in radio land numbers
100,000 daily.
Pastors and evangelists from various
states in the Union and Canada have been

mandment, our peace shall be like a river."
Isa. 48:18. "I will reveal unto them the
abundance of peace and truth." Jer. 33:6.
However, we find that many people do not
enjoy this wonderful peace. And why not?
Because they do not live in spiritual Canaan. Let us go over into the promised
land and these fruits will be ours. Then we
(^jr will be able to say with the spies, "This is
the fruit of it." The other fruits of the
Spirit will also abound in our lives, viz:
longsuffering, gentleness, goodness, faith,
meekness temperance.
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asked by the Committee to do the preaching. It was the privilege and joy of the
writer to be the speaker in January and
March of this year. How I thank God
for the opportunity to know and fellowship
with these consecrated business men.
Thousands have been won to Christ in
these services. Hundreds have been restored to fellowship with God and hundreds of thousands blessed and drawn
closer to the Lord because of the meetings.
Moreover other such meetings have sprung
up in different cities due to the faith and
work of these earnest Christian business
men.
It has cost $25,000 to carry on these
noon-day meetings in the Loop for the past
seventeen months. N o t one offering has
been taken in the theatre. The collection
plates are never passed there. This amount
has been given by God's people.
Chicago has never seen or experienced
anything like this since the days of D. L.
Moody. T o me this is indisputable evidence of God's willingness and ability to
revive His people and own and bless His
word with the salvation of the lost.
Yes, I firmly believe that it is just as
possible to have a revival now as when
Paul preached on Mars Hill, provided we
are willing to pay the price as set forth in
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which
are called by my name, shall humble themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and
turn from their wicked ways; then will I
hear from heaven, and will forgive their
sin, and will heal their land." The Lord
is the same yesterday, today and forever,
therefore the days of revivals are not over.
W e are told that the gates are closed to
this field of service. They A R E shut to
sensationalism, dogmatism, vulgarism, stereotypeism and formalism; but they are wide
open to scriptural evangelism. "The church
must evangelize or fossilize," and she is
fast realizing this fact. Pastors who have
minimized evangelism and criticized evangelists, are now crying for a "Revival." If
some of the pastors who have opposed
evangelism should discard all members who
were converted in revival meetings, they
would not have enough left to stir soup for
the Ladies' Aid. Evangelism is calling for
men and women, Spirit-filled and Spiritled; men free from sordid greed for gold;
men fully surrendered to the task, and
definitely endued by the Holy Spirit for
the accomplishment of that task; men who
have a real passion for the salvation of the
lost, and a sublime faith in the power of
Jesus Christ to save. God, make of us
such men.
W e have stressed organization, stewardship and Christian education long enough.
Let us stress evangelism, seek first the lost,
and all these things shall be added unto us

Let us pay the price and then pray for and
expect a God-honoring, Christ-exalting,
Bible-reading, family-praying, brother-loving, heart-cleansing, soul-saving revival
from heaven. Let us cry out
"Revive Thy Work, O Lord,
Thy mighty arm make bare,
Speak with the voice that wakes the dead,
And make Thy people hear.
"Revive Thy Work, O Lord,
Disturb this sleep of death,
Quicken the smoldering embers now
By Thine almighty breath.
"Revive Thy Work, O Lord,
And give refreshing showers
The glory shall be all Thine own
The blessing shall be ours."
—Harry McCormick Lintz.

What People Read
The universality and uniformity of reader
interest was demonstrated pretty thoroughly a few months ago by an investigator who
specializes in this form of research. The
summary disclosed the following aspects of
reader interest: Ninety-four per cent in local news; 89 per cent in telegraph; 87 per
cent in pictures; 78 per cent in features; 57
per cent in society; 56 per cent in Page One
human interest boxes; 41 per cent in sports;
40 per cent in editorials, and 23 per cent in
markets.
Furthermore, only 9 per cent of the men
and 40 per cent of the women read church
news. Compare this with 67 per cent of
the men and 59 per cent of the women who
read police news and with 61 per cent of the
men and 22 per cent of the women who read
sport news, and you can see where reader
interest lies. Not a man of those interviewed read Parent-Teacher Association
news, and only 11 per cent of the women
did. Two per cent of the men and 5 per
cent of the women read W. C. T. U. news,
but 14 per cent of the men and 21 per cent
of the women read real estate transfers, and
33 per cent of the men and 13 per cent of
the women read general market news.
Fifty-five per cent of the subscribers read
Will Rogers' daily comment, and 35 per cent
read Calvin Coolidge's daily editorial.—Luther Feeger, in Luthern Herald.

The Teacher's Influence
The Sunday School presents one of the
most fruitful fields of service in the entire
program of the Church and gives the most
effective means of reaching the unchurched
masses. About 85 per cent of those who
are brought into the Church are first reached
through the Sunday School. A well known
'holiness evangelist made tests in a large
number of great camp-meeting crowds
as to the strongest influence leading to salvation. In every case the largest number
gave the prayers of some near relative as
the cause. Either a godly mother or father
or other near relative. The second largest
we should suppose would be those led to GoA
by a pastor or evangelist. But not so. In
every case, the second largest group gave
a Sunday School teacher credit for exerting
the greatest influence leading to their salvation.
Teacher, have you been taking your work
lightly? Have you felt that most anything
was good enough just so you filled in the
half hour?—Herald of Holiness.
W e praise God at intervals with our
words, but our whole life should be a
ceaseless song of praise to Him.—Augustine.
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A Widow's Trust
"Let thy widows trust in me."
H P HE following story is true. The author
•*• writes in sending us the manuscript,
"The man whom I called the boy 'William'
in the story, told it to me himself with deep
emotion. He regards it as a direct answer
to his mother's prayers. Truly, 'To obey
is better than sacrifice'."
" 0 mother, I don't want to stay in bed
all afternoon; can't we get up now?" The
childish voice sounded through the open bedroom door into the kitchen, where Mrs.
Nevius was frying potatoes over a very
small fire of chips. "I want to get up, too!"
chimed in a lesser voice from the same direction.
"You are warmer in bed than anywhere
else," replied the mother, "but it is pretty
nearly supper-time, so you can get up now.
Ruth, please go into the bedroom and help
Mary and John get dressed."
Ruth, who had been hugging a large cat
to keep warm, dropped her comfortable burden on the floor and disappeared in the bedroom. Soon there issued squeaks and squeals
as the younger children made their toilet
for supper.
The kitchen where they quickly joined
their mother, was a pleasant room. The
windows looked immediately out upon the
Delaware and Raritan canal, which at that
time was kept free of ice as long into the
winter as possible in order to accommodate
the heavy traffic upon it.
Mrs. Nevius's face showed signs of grief
and care, but her smile toward her children
was cheery as she placed the meagre supper of potatoes, bread, and preserves upon
the table.
"I'll put some bigger sticks upon the fire,"
she remarked half to herself and half to
the children. "Our woodpile is almost gone,
but I sent William down to Mr. Johnson's
coal-yard to order some coal. I'm sorry
we can't pay for it just yet, for your father
always insisted on 'paying as you go.' But
things are different now," and a tear slipped down her cheek as she spoke.
Just then the door flew open and the stalwart William of twelve years, rushed into
the room.
"Old Johnson's the meanest man that
ever was!" he exclaimed. "When he found
we wanted to be trusted he wouldn't let us
have a pound of coal. Said he'd been stung
too many times already. Told me I was big
enough to pick up all the wood we needed
along the road."
"He never lost money by this family, and
he never will," quietly remarked Mrs. Nevius. "I'd have paid him right away, only
the doctor's and undertaker's bills were so
big, and we had to have potatoes and flour.
We can't raise the price of the coal until I
get a chance to help with the neighbors'
house-cleaning, but then Mr. Johnson would

get it. However, I'm sure that the Lord
will provide, and so we must not worry."
When they were seated at the table they
all bowed their heads while the mother
asked the blessing. They then fell to with
a will, and the portions, small for the children's appetites, soon disappeared. The
mother's portion was smaller than the
others, but she took fully as long to eat it.
"It's a cold night, and we want a pleasant evening. William, please go to the shed
and get some wood. Ruth will do the dishes,
and I'll play with Mary and John as their
father used to do, before they go to bed."
In a few moments William returned and
threw a big armful of wood into the box. "I
declare, mother, there are only two or three
more such piles out there. We haven't got
enough wood to last us two days."
"Well, then maybe we'd better not burn
any more this evening. I'll put the little
ones to bed and Ruth and you and I can sit
by what fire we have until it goes out."
A shadow of anxiety rested upon the little
group. At last William blurted out, "He
told me to pick up chips along the road. I
guess I know where I can find some pretty
big chips, enough to keep us warm all winter."
"Why, William, who do you mean?"
"I mean old man Johnson's rail fences
over by the canal basin. There's no moon
this week, and there's a heap of good wood
in them. They won't be missed till spring
and by that time nobody can tell where our
wood ashes came from. Oh, but that's a
great idea!"
"No, William," said his mother sternly,
"that is not a great idea. That's a very
poor idea. Your father was an honest man.
You remember that the day before he died
he commended us all to God's care and said
that God would take care of us. No, no,
you mustn't think of such a thing." Mrs.
Nevius buried her face in her hands and
burst into sobs.
"Well, mother, I don't want to be a thief,
but we have to get wood somewhere or we'll
freeze to death before the winter is over."
The mother calmed herself in a moment,
"If God wants us to freeze we might better
freeze than steal. But I believe that He
will take care of us, and we have tomorrow
to plan what to do."
"And to pick up chips along the road,"
added Ruth with a faint smile.
"Well, children, Jesus said, 'Sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof.' We can't do
anything tonight, and worry does us no
good. Suppose you get your Sunday School
books and study your lesson for next Sunday."
After a few minutes with her book Ruth
exclaimed, "See, mother dear, how our Bible
story matches our case. It's about the poor
widow who asked Elisha what she should
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do to pay her debt, and how he told her to
borrow vessels and pour her oil in them.
And she kept on pouring until she had
enough to buy everything she needed. Isn't
that wonderful?"
"Bah," said William, "that's just like the
Bible; but such things dont happen nowadays."
Soon Ruth spoke again, "Here's a Home
Reading that tells how when the Israelites
needed food in the wilderness God sent a
great wind that brought quail, which fell
around the camp, and everybody had all the
meat they could eat."
After a moment Ruth turned her head
toward the window listening. "Why, the
wind is rising now. Just hear how it moans
in such a funny way over the canal!" she
cried.
"It'll take a pretty big wind, I reckon, to
blow us coal or wood," remarked the skeptical William.
After the lessons were learned, the mother offered a little prayer commending herself and her children to their father's God,
and the three left the chilly kitchen for the
warmth of their beds. While the children
slept, the listening mother heard the bleak
wind whistling around the cottage, but never
thought that, as the wind of old was the
hand of God bringing food to His children,
so now in her day the wind could again be
God's hand to bring the means of warmth
to their very door.
William, who, since his father's death had
felt the responsibilities of his position, was
up betimes to build the morning fire. "I
won't be able to do this many more days,"
he muttered as he opened the kitchen door.
"Why! Oh! Why, whats this? Wood,
sticks, big and little, piled up all along the
bank by the door, and the canal full of logs
clear down to the turn, bobbing up and down
in the freezing water! Why, I never saw
anything like this in my life before!
"Mother! Ruth! all of you come here
quick, just look at this."
In a moment the family, clad in their
night robes and wrapped in their blankets
were crowded at the kitchen door. As far
as eyes could see the canal was full of floating driftwood, which in places the wind had
pressed upon the bank. There was enough
fuel at their door to last them the entire
season.
"The wind is again the hand of God,"
said Mrs. Nevius, sinking on her knees,
"children, get dressed as quick as you can.
Get the garden rakes and the clothes poles
and pull the wood on land."
How they worked! Even baby John did
his little best to drag the logs on shore.
Breakfast was forgotten in the pressure of
more important business. By the middle of
the forenoon the wood-house was full, and
the surplus big sticks and little sticks were^piled up against the -southern side of the
cottage. There was no need now to pay a
high price for coal, for an abundant supply
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»_, of good wood would keep them warm and
cheerful all winter.
When the dinner hour came the kitchen
stove was red hot with an unstinted fire of
their former meagre supply, and an awestruck group of children listened to their
mother's broken prayer of thanksgiving.
The years that followed in the little cottage were years of much hard work, and of
many trials, but they were years of faith
which made every burden light. Mrs. Nevius has laid her burdens down and gone to
the land where faith becomes sight. The
children, grown, are now heads in their own
homes. And the son, William, at least has
never forgotten that lesson of faith learned
on the December morning of long ago.—The
Missionary Worker. Taken from Evangelical Christian.

How a Japanese Boy got a Bible
By J. A.

Huffman

was a Japanese boy, the youngH IRAIDE
est in his family, whose father was of

w

•

Confucian belief, and whose mother was a
Buddhist. He was consecrated in a special
way to Buddha the day he was born. Many
times his mother would address him as her
"baby" or her "dearest," and tell him that
she had consecrated him to Buddha and that
she wanted him to be a doctor or a priest.
At an early age he began to propound to
himself the serious problems of human existence, but found nothing in the religion
of Buddha to satisfy his heart. Buddhist
songs are of a sad, doleful, wailing nature
and do not have a note of triumph in them.
After the death of his father, his mother
and his sister, which occurred within the
space of two years, he set himself more
diligently to the study of the problems of
life. Finding nothing in either Confucianism or Buddhism to enlighten or encourage
his heart, he was driven almost to desperation. He offered his services to his country, as a soldier but could not stand the
physical test and was rejected.
One day in a restaurant, he met a man
who had an odd-looking book lying beside
him, while he was eating his meal. Upon
being told that the book was the Bible—the
book of the Christian religion—he became
inquisitive concerning the same, and asked
the missionary, whom the man happened
to be, if he might have the book. Having
no extra copies of the Bible, and it being
impossible to part with the only copy he
had, the missionary gave him a copy of
Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress which he had
with him.
The Japanese boy took the book home,
and he read nearly all night. Although he
could not fully understand it, he read about
an ideal, everlasting kingdom. He did not
understand that the kingdom is a spiritual
one but immediately desired to become a
subject, or member, of that kingdom.
After reading the book, he determined to
have a copy of the Bible if possible. Starting out the next morning he walked a distance of twenty-five miles, to a large city.
Here were seven bookstores, but searching
all of them he could not find a single copy
of the Bible. He did find, however, in a
second-hand furniture store a copy of a religious magazine which was published in
Tokio.
This magazine was purchased, and what
it contained only made him more determined
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than ever to have a copy of the Bible, if he
could possibly secure one.
Noting the street and number at which
the editor of the religious magazine lived
in Tokio, he set out on foot to travel a distance of one hundred and twenty-five miles,
leaving his sister at home to anxiously
await the return of her brother, when she
expected they would be the happy possessors of a Bible. Twenty-five miles of this
trip were made on train, and one hundred
miles of it by foot across mountains and
through valleys.
Finally Tokio was reached and the street
and number found, but the editor was absent, and Hiraide could obtain no information except that he would return on Friday,
and this was Monday. Determined to see
him, the boy could do nothing but wait from
Monday until Friday. By the time Friday
came and the interview had been held with
the man of Christian faith, his money had
been spent in paying hotel bills, and he did
not have enough money left to purchase
even a cheap copy of the Bible, and was
compelled to return home without one.
This return journey was a sad one because
he had no Bible to take back with him. Upon arrival at home his sister was so disapponted that she cried and cried. The
Bible she had so anxiously waited for had
failed to come.
After a little more money could be obtained, the brother again started upon his
long journey, and this time purchased a
second-hand Bible for the sum of seventyfive cents. Its pages sparkled with such
sweet messages of love that this Japanese
boy and girl found in it just the thing their
hearts so much longed for—the Christ of
Calvary.
Having before this time studied English,
he immediately began to preach this Gospel,
going about from city to city, speaking to
great crowds. Some said he was crazy, but
God used him in a marvelous way to preach
the Gospel of Christ. He is now in this
country educating himself in a Holiness
school. He goes from place to place delivering missionary addresses, and will
soon return to his country to take up larger
and more extensive missionary labors.
Not only did the Japanese boy get a Bible but with it the Christ of the Bible.
Could we not help some one to a Bible and
the Bible's Christ?—Sel. by Mrs. Mary S.
Heisey.

indeed. But a certain factor in making the
vessel move has not been seen and many
times not even thought of. W h y ? Because
they are seldom seen as they work in the
furnace rooms in the hold of the vessel
with its intense heat and dirt, night and day
without ceasing — always a company at
work with nearly bare bodies with sweat
rolling from every pore. The fires must be
kept up continually or the great vessel
would not have power enough to outride
the storms and waves and reach its desired
haven. These important hid away men are
STOKERS.

Stokers
By J. H. Byer
["AVE you ever watched a great ocean
liner as it lay at the dock, receiving
its great cargo of freight and humanity?
Or have you ever seen the almost unbelievable amount of fuel being taken on
board to be used on one crossing over the
sea? N o doubt it was with wonder that
you looked upon the vessels mammoth size
and you were awed when you heard the
coarse blast of its whistle and the bells of
warning were rung, and the attendants
were busy loosing the ropes that held it
to the dock. The captain was very busy
giving orders and the man at the helm was
rapidly turning the wheel to and fro as
the vessel got under way and cleared from
the dock. It moved off very majestically
indeed as the steam from the exhausts came
bursting forth. A thing of life and beauty

The Old Ship Zion
This ship is very majestic as well, as it
outrides the storms and waves of life,
carrying many million souls through the
portals of death into everlasting bliss. Its
Captain is the Lord Jesus Christ who with
his own precious blood has redeemed all
who are on board. From its masthead
floats its banner H O L I N E S S U N T O T H E
L O R D . Many laborers on board are plainly seen and often greatly admired. They
may be evangelists, preachers, singers,
writers, and others. But here as in the
case of the great ocean liners a great many
hid away people are needed. People who
pray day and night exceedingly—even with
tears—as Jesus the Captain and Paul did.
They are real firemen for God and His
church. Without these the old ship cannot move. A great deal of noise and
splurge may be made but no progress whatever and in the end all who trust themselves to a vessel without the hid away
men in her hold will fail to make the harbor,
perishing in the waves of life's sea.
Here is a work people may engage in to
advantage and so help move on the church
of God. T h e aged and cripples, deaf, and
blind, and shut ins who scarcely if ever
see the inside of a church can pray in
secret unto God for his church and its
work. The illiterate and those who are
not eloquent may speak their cry in secret
to God and he will reward them openly.
Are we willing to be hid away unnoticed,
never trying to exalt ourselves or bring
our work to public notice? Are we ready
to keep at it regularly, through clouds and
sunshine, in fact to pray without ceasing?
Will God's smile and approval be enough
for us when men doubt and shake their
heads? Matt. 6:6. W e then can be S T O K ERS FOR GOD.
604—E. 9th St., Upland, Calif.
It is not enough that a man should always do what he thinks to be his duty;
there is an even prior duty to that, namely,
that he should think to be his duty what
really is his duty. All the deepest sins in
the nature of most of us are sins that we
have not discovered at all.—Selected.
Piety and true morality are inseparable.
Piety is love with its face towards God,
morality is love with its face towards man.

J
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A short service was held on Monday, May 9, ^
at 1:30 p. m. at the home of her daughter with
further services at Ruhl's TJ. B. Church. Bish.
J. T. Ginder and Eld. Allen Brubaker officiated and interment was made in the adjoiningcemetery.
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Committed to the teaching of Justification and Sanctiflcation
received by faith through the merits of the sacrifice of Christ
as our Redeemer and Lord; Divine Healing as provided in the
atonement; the Second and Pre-miliennial coming of Christ;
*nd all sacred ordinances and truth pertaining to the Christian
life. It is an earnest advocate of Gospel Missions at home
and abroad and stands ready to espouse every good thing in
Christ Jesus.

LI&HT-1TYE—Bro. C. Alvin Light and Sr.
Sarah J. Nye both of Palmyra, Pa., were united
in marriage, on Saturday, May 7, 1932, at 6:00
p. m. at the home of the groom's uncle, Elder
Henry K. Kreider of Campbelltown, Pa.
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Special Bible Offer to Close
J u n e 1st.
Without doubt the special premium Bible
offer which is now being offered to our subscribers is without precedent.

Some have

been so well pleased that they are sending
in renewals and new subscriptions for their
neighbors.

Others

whose

subscriptions

have not yet expired have also renewed
and are taking advantage of this wonderful
offer.
Please do not forget the closing date as
this is the last issue in which the advertisement will appear.

M a y 23, 1932

FALLEN ASLEEP
MUSSES,—Mrs. Anna E. Musser, wife of
John E. Musser, daughter of Noah G. and Barbara Hershey, was born in Lancaster Co., Pa.,
in the year of our Lord, 1865, and died May 1,
1932, aged 66 years, 9 months, and 14 days.
She leaves to mourn her loss—husband, 5
sons, 3 daughters, two brothers, two sisters,
and 17 grandchildren. The children a r e : Sumner, of Upland, Cal.; Noah, of Enterprise,
Kans.; John, of Boise, Idaho; Harold and
Grant, of Upland, Cal.; Mrs. Ruth Dexter, of
Filer, Idaho; Mrs. Grace Hopsin, of Pocatello,
Idaho; Mrs. Mary Mann, of Jerome, Idaho. The
brothers are—Reuben Hershey, of Upland,
Cal.; Noah Hershey of San Mateo, Cal.; Mrs.
Barbara Swanson, of Natal, So. Africa; Mrs.
Fannie Ketcheson, of Upland, Cal.
March 25th, 1875, a t the age of 13 she moved
with her parents to Kansas. This being the
original colony became the foundation of a
strong membership of the "Brethren in Christ
Church" in later years. In the year 1886 she
was united in marriage with John E. Musser
with whom she lived 46 years in unbroken
fellowship. After 30 years residence in Kansas she moved with her family to Idaho and
16 years later came to Cal., where she remained until she was called to glory. During
these many years she enjoyed unbroken fellowship with God's children. She was converted at the age of nine years and at her departure had matured into a perfect Christian
character. To her service was pleasure, and
many kind acts of her life attest to this truth.
"She being dead yet speaketh."
The service on May 4th was in charge of
Eld. J. R. Eyster, assisted by Eld. Alvin Burkholder. Text chosen by the relatives: Rev.
14:13.
ENGLE—Susan M. Gish, daughter of John
and Susan Gish, was born on the 26 th day of
April, 1841, in Lancaster county, Penna.
On November 12, 1863, she was joined in
marriage with Jeremiah Engle, to which union
six children were born: Mrs. A. O. Zook and
Bishop M. G. Engle of Abilene, Kans., Mrs.
Lewis Steckley, who is on her third term of
service as a missionary in South Africa, and
Ira S. Engle of Elmo, Kans. Levi and Anna
died in childhood. In March, 1879 in a colony
with others of the Brethren in Christ Church
the Engle family came to Kansas and established their home eight miles south of Abilene. They removed to Abilene in the spring
of 1.506 and ten years later, December 26, 1916,
Father Engle passed away. In the later years
the mother has had her home with her daughter, Mrs. A. O. Zook. She was the last survivor of her family and at her death had lived
the longest of any of the family of nine children. At her departure, April 28, 1932, she
had reached the advanced age of 91 years and
2 days.
Mother Engle is survived by 4 children, 5
grandchildren and 11 great grandchildren, also
many relatives and friends. She was converted and united with the Brethren in Christ
Church in her teen years and since t h a t time
has lived a consistent and conscientious Christian life. The memory and good influence of
her life will live on and her posterity may
gratefully accept from her faithful life the
rich heritage of the good that perisheth not.
Funeral services were held in the home and
at the Abilene church, Sundav afternoon. May
1, Eld. G. E. Whisler and Eld. C. A. Frey officiating ministers. Interment was made in.
the Belle Springs cemetery.
BUH1—Sr. Harriet F. Ruhl was born Dec.
21, 1847, and died May 6, 1932, aged 84 years,
4 months and 15 days.
She was a member of the Brethren in Christ
Church of Rapho Dist., for many years and
with a testimony of victory passed out to be
with the Lord. She is survived by one daughter, Mrs. Joe Brandt; one granddaughter, Mrs.
William Baum; one great grandson. Wilson
Baum, and also one brother, John F. Dourle
of Manheim, Pa.

SFECIAX. NOTICE
Report of Mt. Carmel Parsonage Building'
Greetings to the dear brethren and sisters of
the brotherhood. We are very glad to say
that the parsonage is very near completion.
We a s the trustees have only proceeded as
there were funds, sent in by special donations, Sunday School offerings, etc., so that
up to date all bills are paid and there is no debt
against the property or building.
However, there are a few things quite necessary yet which should be added for the
preservation of the building. We have been
authorized by a member of the Home Mission
Board and Mich. District Council to make
known the needs and solicit further funds to
complete the building. There are two porches
to be built and the most imperative need is
paint for the outside of the building to perserve tn~e life of the building, also paint and
varnish for the inside woodwork. So we solicit offerings from individuals or Sunday
Schools toward the covering of these needs.
All offerings sent for this purpose should be
made payable to Bro. Arthur Hager, Gladwin,
Mich., Treas.
Up until this present time there has been
received for this building a total amount of
$1,118.10, which sum has all been paid out on
the Parsonage building. We wish to gratefully acknowledge all offerings sent both from
individuals and Sunday Schools throughout the
brotherhood. We wish to make special mention of an offering of $100.00 from Bro. Benj.
Climenhaga, also the offering of $76.58 from
the Bertie S. S., Black Creek Dist., which was
sent for a Kalamazoo Pipeless Furnace. May
our heavenly Father richly bless all who have
donated to this project, and made this parsonage a possibility.
Signed:
Arthur Hager
Henry Schneider
Henry P. Heisey
Trustees.

Man's Extremity—God's
Opportunity
By Ruth Shaw
When you feel you can't accomplish
What you once set out to do;
And you feel you are not able
To press on and see it through;
When you've failed and tired of trying;
And there's no use, so you think,
Struggling on beneath the burden,
When you've reached "Old
Failure's"
brink,
Take your burden to the Savior;
Put it in his hands, and say,
"I have tried, but failed completely,
Lord, direct it in your way."
What a wond'rous transformation!
Such a glorious change takes place
When you follow Jesus's leading,
Undergirded by his love and grace.
"Though we try, we are but mortals—
'Tis impossible," we say.
Then comes Jesus to the rescue,
Showing us there is a way.
Just when we have gone our limit,
And the paths of failure trod,
Then we'll find that human failure
Does not mean defeat to God.
"Lift not up your horn on high: speak
not with a stiff neck.
"For promotion cometh neither
from
the east, nor from the west, nor from the
south:
"But God is the judge: he putteth down
one, and setteth up another." Psa. 75:5-7.
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BEULAH COLLEGE

City Missions
Altoona Mission, in charge of Kid. Herman G. Miller and
wife, 613—4th Ave., Altoona, Pa.
Buffalo Mission, 25 Hawley St., in charge of Eld. and Sr.
Earl Uossert.
Chicago Mission—6039 Halstead St., in charge of Sarah
Bert and workers. Phone, VVenlworth 7122.
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor St., in charge of Bish. W. H.
Boyer and Sr. Susie Boyer.
Des Moines, Iowa Mission—1194—14th St., in charge of Eld.
H. W. Landis and wife.
Philadelphia Mission, 3423 N. 2nd St., in charge of Barbara
Hita and workers. Bell Phone, Garfield 6431.
San Francisco Mission, 473 Guerrero St., in charge of Maggie
E. Sollenberger and workers. Phone, Hemlock 1864.
Welland Mission, 36 Elizabeth St., Welland, Ont., in charge
of Bishop Jonathan Lyons and wife.

Rural Missions
Bethel Mission, in charge of Bid. and Sr. 1). E. Jennings,
Sylvatus, Va.
Mt. Carmel Mission, in charge of Elder H. P. Helsey and
wire, Gladwin, Mich., Star Route.
Kentucky Mission Field, In charge of Elder Albert Engle and
wife, Garlin, Kentucky.
Houohton Mission, Ontario, in charge of Elder Walter D.
Taylor and wife, Fillsonburg, Ont., B. 1.

Orphanages
Messiah Orphanage, Florin, P a „ Brother Clarence Herr, Steward;
and Sister Susie Herr, Matron.
Jabbok Orphanage, Thomas, Okla.
Mt. Carmel Home, Morrison, 111., In charge of Sr. Katie Bollinger and workers.

Old Peoples' Home
Messiah Home, in charge of Bro. D. L. and Sister Mattie
Graybill, 1175 Bailey St., Harrisburg, Pa.

Evangelistic Slate
B I S H O P R. I. W I T T E R , Des Moines, I o w a .
H o l i n e s s C a m p M e e t i n g J u l y 1 to 10.
E L D . H A R R Y C. C R I D E R , P a l m y r a , l a .
J u l y 24 t o A u g . 24 T e n t M e e t i n g s .

Love Feasts
Canada
Wainfleet
Howich
Cheapside, Waterloo
Walpole
Walsingham

M a y 28-29
J u n e 4-5
J u n e 25-26
J u l y 2-3
J u l y 9-10

Indiana
Union Grove, date changed to

. M a y 28-29

Kansas
Bethel, Dickinson County

M a y 28-29

Michigan
Gladwin
Mooretown

J u n e 11, 12
J u n e 25, 26

Ohio
Highland Church
M a y 28-29
Sippo Valley Church, Massillon, O
J u n e 4-5
Valley Chapel, Canton
J u n e 18-19

i

Pennsylvania
M a s t e r s o n v i l l e , M. H
M a y 25, 26
R a p h o D i s t r i c t , M a s t e r s o n v i l l e M. H.,
May
25-26, T h u r s d a y a n d F r i d a y , 1932
Fox Hollow Church
M a y 28-29
M a n o r - P e q u e a M. H
M a y 28, 29
M i l l e r s b u r g M. H
M a y 28, 29
S p r i n g H o p e , B e d f o r d Co
M a y 29
M a r t i n s b u r g , B l a i r Co
J u n e 4-5
An invitation to a t t e n d
is e x t e n d e d t o a l l .

these

love

feasts

Commencement Events
26—Public Speaking Recital.
27—Alumni Banquet.
29—Baccalaureate Service.
30—Senior Class Program.
31—Music Graduation Recital.
1—Commencement.
Baccalaureate Service
May 29, 7:45 p. m.
Congregational Singing
Cletus Naylor,
Leader
Invocation
Rev. Alvin Burkholder
Music
Ladies' Quartette
Sermon
Bishop J .H. Wagaman
Benediction
Rev. B. M. Books
Commencement
June 1, 8:00 p. m.
Prelude.
Invocation
...Rev. J. R. Steckley
Music
Mixed Quartette
Address: "The Master's Standard of Life"....
Rev. C. N. Hostetter
Music
Beulah Trio
Presentation of Diplomas
President
Benediction
President
Certificates from the Department of
Music will also be granted to two students,
completing majors in voice. These certificates are given upon the completion of
certain required courses, the attainment of
ability and experience in public performances, and at the recommendation of the
major instructor.
Beulah College wishes to extend a hearty
invitation to all her friends in the east and
the middle west to attend these various programs.
May
May
May
May
May
June

UPLAND,

CALIFORNIA

M o t h e r ' s D a y — M a y 8. W e h a d a n a t t e n d a n c e of 285 in S. S. M a n y s p e c i a l f e a t u r e s
w e r e b r o u g h t o u t in o u r S u n d a y School s e s s i o n ,
a l s o in t h e c h u r c h s e r v i c e t h a t f o l l o w e d . All
w a s in h o n o r of o u r m o t h e r s a n d t h e i r C h r i s t
w h o m a k e s t h e m good. B r o . A l v i n B u r k h o l d e r
preached an inspiring sermon using a s his text,
J o h n 19:25-27.
Our home department—On the above day the
m o t h e r s in t h i s d e p a r t m e n t in o u r S. S. w e r e
especially invited and helped to come.
The
a t t e n d a n c e of m o t h e r s in t h e I s r a e l c l a s s w a s
s w e l l e d to 32, n o t c o u n t i n g t h e t e a c h e r s . T h e
visitors remained for the preaching service.
P r e p a r a t i o n for General
Conference—Our
y o u n g e r b r e t h r e n a n d s i s t e r s , m a n y of w h o m
h a v e n e v e r h a d t h e p r i v i l e g e of a t t e n d i n g a
m e e t i n g like t h i s , a r e g e t t i n g e v e r y t h i n g r e a d y
with vim.
O u r p a s t o r , A l v i n B u r k h o l d e r , is
chief e x e c u t i v e a n d h e is w e l l s u p p o r t e d b y
efficient c o m m i t t e e s f o r all t h e different f e a t u r e s . A good l o c a t i o n f o r t h e t e n t f o r t h e
evangelistic services h a s been found several
feet a w a y from the church. W e are expecting
a good c o n f e r e n c e a n d g r a c i o u s o u t p o u r i n g s of
t h e H o l y G h o s t in m i g h t y s a v i n g , c l e a n s i n g ,
a n d h e a l i n g p o w e r in t h e t e n t . W e l e a r n t h a t
E l d . J. A. C l i m e n h a g a of T h o m a s , Okla., will
b e in c h a r g e of t h e r e v i v a l s e r v i c e s . M a y w e
h a v e u n i t e d e a r n e s t p r a y e r s b y all e v e r y w h e r e
t h a t e v e r y f e a t u r e of t h i s w h o l e C o n f e r e n c e
m a y be h o n o r e d b y t h e p r e s e n c e a n d p o w e r of
the blessed Holy Ghost. W e are p r a y i n g t h a t
t h e a t t e n d a n c e f r o m t h e e a s t m a y be m u c h
l a r g e r t h a n o u r h i g h e s t e x p e c t a t i o n s . All will
be h e a r t i l y welcomed.

l e a v e s M a y 9 a n d will b e ' g o n e a b o u t 12 d a y ?
—J- H . B„ Cor.
BENEPICIARY REPORT
P r o m Oct. 16, 1931 t o M a y 2, 1932
TO
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BETHEL MISSION
Sylvatus, Va.
D e a r B r e t h r e n a n d S i s t e r s in C h r i s t :
Time h a s been passing a w a y v e r y ' f a s t since
we m a d e o u r l a s t r e p o r t , b u t t h e g r a c e a n d
p e a c e o t God h a s a t t e n d e d o u r p a t h w a y in a
m o s t b l e s s e d w a y , f o r w h i c h we w i s h t o p r a i s e
him. Have had m a n y opportunities to deliver
H i s message since the last report, h a v i n g from
t w o t o f o u r s e r v i c e s e a c h L o r d ' s d a y , one e a c h
b a t u r d a y n i g h t , a n d t w o S u n d a y S c h o o l s in
c o n n e c t i o n w i t h o u r w o r k , B r o . C a r l i e Cox b e i n g S u p t . of e a c h , a n d one of t h e m t h e l a r g e s t
c o u n t r y S u n d a y School in t h e c o u n t y .
Also
t w o good p r a y e r m e e t i n g s in p r o g r e s s e a c h
w e e k in c o n n e c t i o n w i t h B e t h e l ' s w o r k .
One
in B e t h e l h o m e s each w e e k , a n d one in P u l a s k i
county each week cared for largely bv those
c o n v e r t e d in o u r m e e t i n g s t h e r e l a s t fall
We
a r e h a v i n g a m e e t i n g e a c h m o n t h in t h e convict camp, and with real interest a m o n g the
n e g r o e s , t h e y b e i n g t h e o n l y o n e s d e t a i n e d in
t h i s c a m p now. T h e y give us some good singing each time.
O u r d e a r B r o . R o y T h o m a s , A l l i s o n i a , Va., is
s t i l l t r u s t i n g God t o h e a l h i m , a n d is v e r y
h a p p y in J e s u s . P l e a s e k e e p p r a y i n g f o r h i m
H e p r a y s e a c h t i m e w e v i s i t h i m to be h e a l e d
so t h a t h e m a y be b a p t i z e d a n d be a b l e to g e t
o u t a n d t e l l t h e p e o p l e w h a t God h a s d o n e f o r
h i m . P l e a s e c o n t i n u e to p r a y f o r t h i s d e a r
y o u n g m a n : f o r it will m e a n so m u c h f o r t h e
w o r k t h e r e if God will h e a l h i m .
R e c e n t l y we h a d q u i t e a n u n e x p e c t e d call
f o r a f u n e r a l in H i l l s v i l l e . An a g e d p h y s i c i a n ,
v e r y w e a l t h y , died. I h a d v i s i t e d h i m d u r i n g
his illness twice and talked with him, read the
W o r d to him, and prayed w i t h him.
When
d e a t h c a m e I w a s called, I w e n t , w a s u s h e r e d
u p s t a i r s t o t h e w i d o w , w h o said, " Y o u w e r e
t h e o n l y one t h a t p r a y e d w i t h u s d u r i n g D r ' s .
i l l n e s s , so I w a n t e d y o u to p r a y w i t h u s n o w . "
I w a s v e r y g l a d f o r t h e o p p o r t u n i t y , b u t it
w a s a v e r y s t y l i s h f u n e r a l , a n d c a r r i e d on w i t h
clock w o r k p r e c i s i o n , no t e a r s ; t h e s t y l e of t h e
t i m e s , b u t t h a n k God w h e n H e g a v e u s t h e
s p i r i t of p r a y e r , t h e r e w e r e s o b s a n d t e a r s in
plenty.
N o w again please accept our t h a n k s for
y o u r c o n t i n u e d s u p p o r t of t h e w o r k of B e t h e l ,
a n d w e t r u s t t h a t you will s t i l l feel t h a t B e t h el is w o r t h w h i l e a n d s t a n d b y u s w i t h y o u r
p r a y e r s . W e will b e b e g i n n i n g o u r V a c a t i o n
Bible school w o r k n e x t w e e k w i t h Sr. B a r b a r a
H e i s e y of P e n n a . , in c h a r g e . T w o s c h o o l s will
b e c o n d u c t e d , one a t B e t h e l a n d one in P u l a s k i
Co., w h e r e t h e p e o p l e a r e v e r y a n x i o u s f o r
one. T h i s w i l l m e a n q u i t e c o n s i d e r a b l e e x t r a
e x p e n s e , so y o u p r a y f o r t h e L o r d t o c a r e f o r
t h i s for us. W e s u r e l y a p p r e c i a t e t h e w a y
t h e d e a r b r e t h r e n h a v e lifted o u r p a s t deficit
and have given us c u r r e n t expenses during the
year. W e t h a n k you again.
M a y God b l e s s
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you richly. We are looking for our King to
appear at any time, then we will be so glad
that we have done our best for him. Praise
his name.
Financial Report
January Offering's
Balance $1.46. Messiah Home S. S. $11.38;
Sr. Mabel Sider $5.00; Abilene $30.00; Elizabethtown S. S. $20.00. Total $67.84. Clothingreceived from Mt. Pleasant Sewing Circle, and
supplies from Sr. Fannie Sanders.
Expense—Kerosene, groceries and auto and
Sunday School $24.42. Balance $43.42.
February Offerings
Balance $43.42. Pleasant Hill S. S., Kans.
$25.00. Total $68.42. Clothing, Mt. j o y Sewing Circle; S. S. papers Mary S. Myers.
Expense—Groceries, feed, auto repair and
gas $21.08. Balance $47.34.
March Offerings
Balance $47.34. Valley Chapel $5.25. Total
$52.59.
Expense—Groceries, grass seed, feed, car
repair and gas, $37.89. Balance $14.70.
April Offerings
None. Balance $14.70.
Expense—Groceries, seed, labor and feed,
supply of kerosene $23.29.
Deficit May 1st, $8.59.
Yours for souls, till He comes,
Denny and Marie Jennings.

We take this privilege of truly thanking all
who so nobly stood by the work by their prayers, provisions, and offerings. We solicit an
interest in your prayers that souls will be
saved and sanctified.
B. C. and Sr. Bossert and worker.

BTTFFAI.O MISSION
We greet all the Visitor family through the
precious name of Jesus.
The Lord has been with us during these
months which have gone into eternity and has
blessed his work. The attendance has been
fair, and we surely appreciate the progress
some of the brethren have made. It gives us
much joy to see the children of God grow in
grace. The Lord has given us seasons of refreshing along the way. About midwinter a
number of the people saw their privilege of
receiving more from God. There were a number of altar services, and there is a marked
difference in the spirit of the meetings.
Bishop D. R. Eyster came to hold a meeting
the twenty-seventh of March and was with
us till the seventeenth of April. He surely
did not shun to declare the whole counsel of
God. We are glad for the good which was
done. Some of the members were deepened
beyond any precious experience they had received. Some outsiders were saved, and the
young people were greatly helped. May the
Lord richly bless our dear father as he labours in his vineyard.
.
We do greatly appreciate the definite way in
which the Lord has healed the afflicted. Chronic diseases as well as local afflictions were
driven away, praise the Lord. It causes us
sorrow to see some who after the Lord has
healed them, go into sin and indifference. Will
vou join us in prayer that many souls will be
rescued before Jesus comes.
Financial for January
Receipts—Sr. Ruth Sider $5.00, Sr. Pearl
Winger $5.00, Sr. Blake, $6.00, Bro. and Sr.
Hexemer $5.00, Bro. and Sr. Greiner $2.00, Bro.
and Sr. E. Winger $5.00, Sr. Ethel Milne $5.00,
Bro. J. Ehlers $5.00, Sr. Bernice Henderson
$5 00, Sr. Alice Blunt $5.00, Sr. Gladys Shaunts
$5.00, Sr. Mabel Jones $5.00. Total $63.00.
Expenditures — Provisions $29.69, sundries
$11 12, gas $1.95, electric $3.90, telephone $3.00.
Total $49.66.
Financial for February
Receipts—Bro. and Sr. E. Winger $5.00, Bro.
and Sr. C. Monkelbaan $5.00, Bro. and Sr. W.
Hexemer $5.00, Sr. Blake $6.00, Bro and Sr.
Morris Hoover $5.00, Sr. Bessie Milne $4.00,
Bro. and. Sr. O. H. Teal $13 00 Bro. J. Ehlers
$5 00 Sr. Mvrtle Henderson $5.00, Bro. and Sr.
J. Cline $5.00. Total $58.00.
-*'
, ,Expenditures — Provisions $28.52, sundries
$6 45 gas $1.30, electric $3.42, telephone $3.00,
water 90c. Total $43.59.
Financial for March
Receipts—Sr. Bernice Henderson $10.00, br.
Melba Martin $2.00, Bro. and Sr. E Winger
$5.00, Sr. Clara Steckley $3.00, Sr. Mabel Jones
$5 00 Bro. J. Ehlers $5.00, Bro. and Sr. C.
Monkelbaan $5.00, Sr. Ethel Milne $2,00, Bro
and Sr. W. Hexemer $5.00, Sr. Bessie Milne
* 5 Ex P en T a°itu I e $ s- 0 Provision S $39 99 sundries
$•> 19, gas $1.95, electric $3.26, telephone $.1.00.
Total $50.39.
Financial for April
Receipts — Bro. and Sr. Edward Gilmore
$3 00 Sr. Pearl Winger $5.00, Sr. Alice Blunt
$5.00 Bro. J. Ehlers $5.00 Sr. Jesse Moore
$1.00, Sr. Jesse Winger $1.00, Sr. Reavely $5.00,
Sr. Mabel Jones $5.00, Bro and Sr. Greiner
$1.00, Bro. and Sr. Hexemer $5.00, Bro. and Si.
Monkelbaan $5.00, Sr. Bernice Henderson $5.00
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MIFFLINTOWN, PA.
Dear Visitor readers:
Greeting you with the words found in Rom.
11:33. "O the depth of the riches both of the
wisdom and knowledge of God! how unsearchable are his judgments, and his ways past finding out!" The brethren and sisters of this
place have surely had blessed seasons of fellowship with the saints in the week j u s t past.
May 1st we had a S. S., Bible, and Missionary meeting in the Cedar Grove Church, Bish.
H. B. Hotter, Bish. Jacob Ginder, Eld. C. M.
Engle, Eld. Jno. Martin, Eld. Jesse Oldham,
and Eld. C. N. Hostetter were the ministering
brethren. Relative to S. S. .work we were
admonished to be workers together, feeling
that we are called of God to fill our places. We
must be empowered and filled with the Spirit
before we can fill others. We must love our
school, our Bibles, and our Master supremely,
yet not have the spirit of supremacy. Faith in
God for results and earnest prayer are essentials to successful S. S. work. May our
hearts be stirred to greater activity in the
Lord's service.
In the afternoon we were told what it means
to be a member of the church of Jesus Christ,
coming in by way of the new birth and retaining blessed fellowship by exercising faith
and confidence in God, obeying his Spirit, and
continually watch and pray. There are some
who want the Christ, but not the cross, but
we must take both, they were nailed together.
In the evening we were permitted to hear of
the work being done at the various home mission stations. It creates a burning desire in
my own heart to labor on faithfully at my post
because the night cometh when no man can
work.
Eld. Jno. Martin stayed with us for one week
giving us rich gospel truths. Our souls were
fed and blessed as the word came to us. The
attendance was good. There were also manifestations of the Spirit working in our midst.
May 8th, we had with us Eld. Stephen
Heisey from Centre Co. who brought us another inspiring message from God's Word.
Thus we have had extra spreads and we trust
that the seed sown may bring forth fruit to
His glory.
We do feel that we need your prayers, that
we might always obey God's voice as He
speaks to us.
Tour sister in Christ,
Ella M. Lauver.
SAN FRANCISCO MISSION
Greetings in Jesus's name, with Psalms 31:1-3.
These few months have passed swiftly. . We
praise our dear Lord and Saviour for guidance
and blessings during these days of restlessness. Truly the wicked are like the troubled
sea, casting up mire and dirt. Some new souls
have been reached with the Gospel—some hard
hearts melted.
We contact many who are needy both materially and spiritually. We are glad to pass
on material things in our Gospel work, such
as clothing, food, etc., as the Lord provides.
General Conference draws near and we
heartily invite all coming to our Annual Assembly to pay us a visit. We will enjoy your
presence.
We thank all who have shared, donated, and
prayed for this work. We are praying for you.
Brethren pray for us.
Receipts
Hall offerings
$198.89
Mrs. Janna Halverson, San Fran., Cal
5.00
Tither
3.00
A Friend
3.00
A Sister
5.00
Zion S. S., Kans
15.59
A Bro. and Sr
1.00
Waukena S. S., Calif
5.17
Sr. Hatlin, San Francisco, Cal
5.00
A Sister
1.50
In Jesus's Name
3.00
In His Name
5.00
Bro. George DeHart, San Jose, Calif
2.00
A Sister
5.00
Total

$258.15
Expenditures

Table Supplies
House Incidentals
Hall Rent
House Rent
Gas
Hall expenses
Poor

.,

$ 38.83
7.72
80.00
102.00
12.20
13.31
4.35

TO

Expinttitures —Provisions $35.81, sundry
$4 08 gas $2.60, electric $3.10, telephone $3.00.
Total $48.59. Balance on hand $74.64.

•—!• •

Total
Balance on hand Jan. 1st
Balance on hand April 1st

$258.41
$1.20
$0.94

May 23, 1932
Other donations:—Sr. Katie Haugh, W a u - ,
kena, Cal., a chicken; Bro. and Sr. Meyer,
Waukena, Calif., 3 doz. eggs; Bro. and Sr. Hall,
Upland, Cal., box of citrus fruits.
Tour sisters in Christ,
Maggie E. Sollenberger,
Rhoda F. Wingert.
473 Guerrero St.,
San Francisco, Calif.
Phone—Hemlock 1864.
DES MOINES REPORT
Bro. and Sr. Hall were with us on April 26.
Sr. Hall gave a short talk to the children during the Sunday School hour. Both Bro. and Sr.
Hall then gave us talks during the church
service which inspired everyone as they told
of how God had so definitely led and provided
for them. We pray God's blessing upon them
as they labor for souls.
We are glad to report an increase in both
the Gospel Temple and Oak Park Mission Sunday Schools. Our Oak Park Mission children
are taking great interest in bringing their
pennies and nickels to help buy a cow for the
"Children's Home." The "Home" has been in
need of a cow for some time now and it was
thought that maybe the Sunday School children would enjoy helping buy this cow, so
each Sunday they bring their pennies and put
in the bowl. This was started the first of the
year and already they have almost enough to
buy a cow. Last year the children put their
pennies in the bowl but they were not used for
any special purpose so it amounted to only a
few cents each Sunday. We hope to get the
cow soon.
God is meeting with us in our Sunday
afternoon prayer services. Each Sunday after
Sunday School a t the Mission we have a half
hour prayer service where we pray for the
needs of the "Home," the church needs, revival services, or whatever lies upon our
hearts. We call them half hour prayer services but they usually last from one to two
hours. Many a problem has been prayed
through and many a soul has been helped and
encouraged in these prayer services. Sometimes God comes so near that the saints hate
to leave because of His nearness and His
sweet presence. We feel that this time of
prayer has been a great blessing to the work
and in it is the secret of things that God has
accomplished in this place.
—Cor.
EIGHTH ANNUAL BIBLE CONFERENCE
Program for District of Iowa
Dallas Center, Iowa, May 30, 1932
9:30 Opening Devotional Service
Bro. Rudolph Raser
10:00 God's Thought of Man in Creation and
Test
Eld. H. W. Landis
10:30 Manna and Quail
Bro. Deane Allen
10:45 Special Song.
10:55 Compromising with Evil
Bro. Walter Reighard
11:25 The Test of Genuine Religion
Sr. Fannie Schrock
11:40 Faith
Sr. Mary E t t e r
11:55 Congregational Song and Dismissal.
Noon recess.
1:30 Opening Devotional Service.
1:45 Jewish Emancipation Proclamation
Bro. Oscar Raser
2:00 Children's Session....Sr. Walter Reighard
2:30 Character Building by W a y of Singing
Sr. Deane Allen
2:45 "Lovest Thou Me More Than These"—..
Eld. William Deemy
3:00 Special Song
Chorus
3:10 Small Things
Sr. Anna Jeffries
3:20 Temptation Not Sin ....Eld. S. W. Landis
Open Discussion and Question Pediod.
Dismissal.
We extend a hearty invitation to all.
—Committee.

A HINT TO PREACHERS
Phillips Brooks was once asked to preach
a sermon to working men. He replied: "I
like working men and care for their good,
but I have nothing to say distinct or separate to them about religion. Nor do I see
how it will do any good to treat them as a
separate class in this matter in which their
needs and duties are just like other men's."
—Watchman-Examiner.
Prayer is the very breath of piety. There
is therefore no surer index of what you are^spiritually, than what, in your inmost self,
you most desire and yearn for; and of this
the true prayer habit is the natural and necessary expression.—A. T. Pierson.
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Religious Grumblers
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H E N a man has a particularly empty
head, he generally sets himself up
as a great judge, especially in religion.
None so wise as the man that knows
nothing. His ignorance is the mother of
his impudence and the nurse of his obstinacy. He settles matters as if all wisdom were at his finger tips, even the Pope
himself is not more infallible.
Listen to him talk after hearing a sermon, and you will know how to pull a
good man to pieces if you have never
known before. He sees faults where there
are none, and if there be a few things amiss,
he makes a mountain out of a mole hill.
Altho he might have a little wit, he weighs
the sermon in the scale of his conceit, with
all the airs of a born Solomon, and if the
sermon comes up to his standard, he
smears the praise on with a trowel, but if
it be not to his taste, he growls and snaps
at it like a dog at a woodchuck.
There are wise men and when they get
together, and talk on a discourse it is good
for the ears to hear; but the bragging
wiseacres I am speaking about are vainly
puffed up with their fleshly minds. Their
quibbling is as senseless as cackling geese.
in it and as their bag is empty they shake
Nothing comes out of a sack but what was
in it, and as their bag is empty they shake
nothing but wind out of it.
It is very likely that neither ministers
nor their sermons are perfect—the best
garden may have a few weeds in it—but
cavillers cavil at anything or nothing, and
find fault for the sake of showing their
deep knowledge. Sooner than let their
tongues have a holiday they would complain that the grass is not a nice shade of
green, and the skie's beautiful blue would
not suit them.
One tribe of these Ishmaelites use their
sledge-hammers on the doctrine contained
in the sermon. T h e y are confident that
their ideas are right, and nothing will move
them. Every clock and even the sundial
must be set according to their watches,
and the slightest difference from their opinion proves that a man is wrong at heart.
Venture to argue with them and their pot
boils over in great style, ask them for reason, and you might just as well go to a
sandpit for sugar. According to them they
have the sea of truth bottled up and are
carrying it in their vest pocket, they have
measured heaven's line of grace, and tied
a knot in a string at the exact length of
God's love. As for the things that angels
long to know, they have seen them all, as
J boys see sights at the county fairs. W h e n
this mischief happens to good men, it is a
great pity for such sweet pots of ointment
to be spoiled by flies, (Eccl. 10:1.) Yet
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one learns to bear with them as we do with
a horse that is hard to handle.
A mole is a small animal, but, oh, the
damage he does. Fine lawns have been
spoiled by him, and pasture fields ruined,
but he is only an animal. The faultfinder
is a creature whom God made in his own
image but who has not used his powers to
the best advantage. Sometimes it is the
way the preacher speaks which does not
suit him, but every preacher has some odd
habit .or other. These little things are like
pieces of cheese which cavillers smell out
and nibble at. This man is too slow, one
too fast, one too flowery, and another too
dull. If we judged all of God's creatures
this way, we would kill the dove for being
tame, shoot the robins for eating spiders,
and kill the cows for swinging their tails.
As to a preacher's manner, if there be
plain speaking, none should cavil at it because it lacks polish, for if a thing is good
and earnestly spoken it cannot sound much
amiss. N o man should use bad language
in the pulpit—and all language is bad
which common people cannot understand—
but godly, sober, decent, plain words none
should find fault with. If hearers were better, sermons would be better. W h e n
young speakers get downhearted because
of unkind remarks, I generally tell them of
the man and his donkey, and what came of
trying to please everybody. I do not like
the bagpipes but they are sweet music to
Scotch ears.
e
Let us have judgment enthroned instead
of fancies, notions, and faultfinding.
It
was the faultfinders that kept Moses out
of Canaan. I have heard men find fault
with a discourse for what was not in it,
but no Christian teaching can be covered
in one sermon. By all means in our power
let us tear down heresy, but let us save our
axes to cut down the trees of error, but
do not use them on the tree of truth and
knowledge.
A sermon is meant for two purposes, to
comfort the saints, and awaken sinners. If
it does one or the other, it is pleasing to
God, so why grumble about it. These
grumblers are like dogs, they bark and often bite, but let good Christian people do
all they can to prevent their doing any
great mischief. Let them be equipped with
the muzzle of charity, that will be a safeguard. Faultfinding is the thin edge of the
wedge, but let Satan use a maul on it, and
it •will break friendships, families, countries,
and churches. Therefore, let your words
be seasoned with grace and sin will no
more have dominion over you.
Selected from sermon of Charles H.
Spurgeon. By Norman E. Church, Stanford Center, Ont.

Conscience—Congress—Law
(Continued from page 163)
The Executive Committee of the Federal
Council of the Churches of Christ in America, at its annual meeting, held in Philadelphia, Pa., December 3, 1931, after the Supreme Court had denied a reopening of the
Macintosh case, adopted this declaration:—
"The recent authoritative interpretation
of the law of naturalization, denying citizenship to persons who have conscientious
scruples against military service, creates an
intolerable dilemma for the great body of
Christians in the United States who, recognizing God as 'the Lord of conscience,' place
loyalty to God above every other loyalty. We
urge such an amendment of the naturalization law and such other needed measures as
shall conserve the moral and religious
principles at stake."
The agitation in church circles connected
with this vital question, affecting the traditional rights of the Christian conscience
in America, has been so great that a determined effort will no doubt be made during the present year to have Congress
change the law. The writer ventures to
suggest that church meetings of every description, and church leaders, during 1932,
bring determined pressure on the President
and our representatives in Congress to
change the present law, with its widespread
implications and dangers to civil and religious liberty.
William C. Allen.
Denver, Colorado.

Life is Worth Living
The book of Lamentations is a book of
weeping and wailing. The great city (Jerusalem) that was "full of people" has become "solitary."
She that was "great
among the nations" has become "as a
widow." Tears are on every cheek. Treachery, loneliness, affliction, servitude, despair:
these fill the days and occupy the nights.
The book opens with a groan and closes
with a moan.
But right in the middle of this document
of tears is this remarkable passage: "It is
of the Lord's mercies that we are not consumed, because his compassions fail not.
They (His mercies) are new every morning:
great is thy faithfulness."
It was so with Jeremiah's people; it was
so with our forefathers; it is always so.
His mercy, is "new every morning." That
means that even though we have "miseries"
during the day, "mercy" will attend them.
Ah, life is worth living, after all.—Guy Edward Mark, D.D.
A summer's sun, even when beclouded,
yields more comfort and warmth to the
earth than a winter's sun that shines brightest. The comforts of the Spirit at their lowest, are far superior to the joys of the
world at their highest pitch. When saints
are mourning their inward peace is still superior to that of worldlings, when their
mirth and revelry overflow all bounds.
Lord, I had rather take the worst from
Thee than the best from Thine enemy. Only
do Thou graciously shine within we. and
let mine outward condition be as dull as
Thou pleasest.—Selected.
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NEWS FROM FOREIGN LANDS
Names and Addresses
FOREIGN MISSIONARIES

Africa
MATOPO
Elder and Mrs. L. B. Steckley, Elder and Mrs. C. F. Eshelman,
Mrs. Bailie K. Doner, Matopo Mission, Bulawayo, S. Rhodesia, South Africa.
MTSHABEZI
Elder and Mrs. W. 0. Winger, Miss Sadie Book, Mrs. Naomi
Lady, Miss Mary Brenaman, Miss Lois Frey, Mtshabezi Mission, Private Bag, Bulawayo, S. Bhodesia, South Africa.
WANEZI
Eider ana Mrs. H. J. Frey, Wanezi Mission, Filabusi, S. Rhodesia, South Africa.

As cold waters to a thirsty
soul, so is good news
from a far country.
Prov. 25:25.

Visitors
E Publishing House was
T Hrecently
with a number of

favored
visitors
which brought us a great deal of pleasure.
Elder and Sister H. H. Brubaker, who are
at present furloughing in America, spent
several days with us in and about N a p panee. Following them Brother and Sister
David E. Hall, who are enroute to Harrisburg, Pa., where a farewell meeting is to
be held the 28th inst., (they are to sail
June 7th) also spent several days with us.
It is always a source of joy and inspiration to contact those who have been on
the field and also those who are going
forth: W e feel that the Visitor has always
made an effort to hold the work of our
missionaries well in the foreground and
may we say it is a source of real encouragement to every true lover of missions to
know that the Foreign Mission Board has
the courage to send new workers into the
field at this particular time of financial distress, and while it requires much courage,
it should not be considered unwise. W e
should pray and labor all the more that
there may be no further retrenchment necessary in our missionary efforts.
Note:—In passing on a few of the letters
we receive from the field, we do so with
the thought that others may receive the
same benefit and pleasure which we derive
from them.—Editor.
We may have the Holy Spirit to abide
within us as our Teacher, Comforter and
Guide; but are we living with the purity
and devotion that will bring to us the priceless blessing of His indwelling?—Meek.
Every affliction is a nail, intended to
crucify us to the world and hasten the'
death of that man of sin, that degenerate
lust, which is so deeply entrenched in every
human heart.—Toplady.
"But as we were allowed of God to be
put in trust with the gospel, even so we
speak; not as pleasing men, but God,
which trieth our hearts." I Thess. 2:4.

Miss Anna Eyster, Sikalongo Mission, Choma, N. Bhodesia,
South Africa.

India
SAHARSA
Saharsa, B. N. W. By., Dist. Bhagalpur, India, Elder and Mrs.
A. D. M. Dick, Elder and Mrs. Charles Engle. Miss Anna
M. Steckley.
SUPAUL
Supaul, B. N. W. By., Dist. Bhacalpur. India, Elder and Mrs.
G. E. Paulus, Miss B. Ella Gayman.

Home on Furlough

MACHA
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Winger, Miss Anna B. Engle, Miss Annie M.
Winger. Macha Mission, Choma, N. Bhodesia, South Africa.

Miss Martha Kauffman, Livingstone Hospital, Leyton, E. 10,
London, England.
Eld. K. H. Mann, Mountville, Pa. Care G. J. Mann.
Miss Effle Rohrer, Ludlow Falls, Ohio.

SIKALONGO
Elder and Mrs. Myron Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil I. Cullen,

Elder and Mrs. H. H. Brubaker, 317 S. High St., Mechanicsburg, Pa.

An African Sister's
Homegoing

The following Wednesday Ngeleza
came. He said his wife, the mother of
Eunice, had scurvy bleeding from her
gums. W e gave him a couple of lemons
for her to eat and something to wash her
mouth with. He was planning to go to
Bulawayo on Thursday but said he would
not go if his wife were not better.
Ngeleza told us afterwards how his wife
urged him to go as she was feeling better.
She fixed food for him to eat on the way
and tied up his clothes. He said, she was
a helper indeed, and so he went, not knowing she would never speak to him again.
Thursday evening she helped the children say their prayers and retired for the
night. Early Friday morning she arose to
attend to one of the childen. She seemed
to be overcome in some way and was unable to speak any more but sat against the
wall of the hut. Soon the Lord took her
to Himself. The neighbors did all they
could. They sent a message to her husband who was about sixty miles away. Also brot word to the Mission.
Yes, Mpompi was gone. Four motherless children and a sorrowing husband were
left. Many friends and the community had
lost a spiritual mother. It seemed she filled
such a big place, but God knows best.
Ngeleza was miles away, trying to
get suitable things for his dear wife. He
had bought a sewing machine. Oh! an unknown loss was his.
It was hoped the message would reach
him in time so he could return on Friday's
train, but he did not receive the message
until after midday.
Some relatives and friends talked matters over and it was decided to make a
casket and to bring the corpse to the Mission, in hopes that her husband had received the message and would come so she
could be buried Friday evening. But as
he did not come the body was kept until
Saturday morning.
About one o'clock
Ngeleza came. That was in the night. He
had cycled for about fifty-five miles by the
way of Matopo Mission where the workers
ministered to his needs. It was very dark

"And they that be wise shall shine as the
brightness of the firmament; and they that
turn many to righteousness as the stars
for ever and ever." Dan. 12:3.
N 1911 when we came to Mtshabezi
Mission we found a little girl, whose
name was Mpompi Neube, faithfully helping about the house. She continued in
school at the Mission for some years and
learned to know God. Later her people
moved farther away and lived near Bulawayo where Mpompi lived with them for
some time. During this time she was in
poor health for some time. One of the missionaries visited her and found her standing true, not putting her confidence in the
witch doctors, but in the living God.
Later on Mpompi was married to Ngeleza Sibanda, one of our teachers. They lived
in the Matopo district for a time. Later
on they moved near Mtshabezi Mission.
T h e work at Kwakwe school had been
in a backslidden condition and there was
a large and needy place. So Ngeleza and
his wife, the mother of Eunice, went to
work for the Master at that place, and God
wonderfully used them. The membership
has grown. The school also has grown so
that Ngeleza has had to have help. There
is an enrollment of about a hundred.
Yes, Mpompi was a godly 'woman and
as I think of her and her life the words in
Daniel 12:3 ring in my ears for she was
wise and thereby she helped to turn many
to righteousness.
W h y do I say was? Because she has
finished her work and gone to her Lord
whom she served so faithfully. Just a
month ago she gave her testimony for the
Lord. After the service we spoke about a
couple of girls about whom we were much
concerned. W e said we needed to pray
about the matter so that the truth might
come to light. She went home, about seven
miles from here, walked of course. I came
up to the house. This was on Sunday.
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4^ and cold and his clothing was wet until he
arrived here. He asked at once to see the
body. They were not like many native
couples in that they seemed fond of each
other.
In the early morning we brought him to
the kitchen to give him something hot to
drink; also lent him some warm clothing.
While there we brought in his little daughter, Eunice. Ngeleza looked at his little
daughter as her tears flowed, then he
placed his hand upon her shoulder and
called her by her pet name "Ntombi," she
looked up with a clear open look and said
"Baba," (Father). Then he told her how
he would have come to her sooner but he
was so far away he could not. Again he
said "Ntombi." As quickly as before she
said "Baba." Then he said, "You are with
the missionaries; they will care for you,
but how about your little brother and little
sisters?" W e , who were present, turned
away, weeping.
Later the body was taken to the Mission burying ground where a large crowd
gathered to show their sympathy to the
friends and also to pay their last respects
to our departed sister. Backsliders stood
by her grave weeping.

4/ .

Bro. Winger conducted the services,
speaking from I Sam. 20:3 "There is but
a step between me and death." Also from
Rev. 14:13. Truly our sisters works are
following her. Some told how she was always ready to minister to their needs. She
was a young woman, but was a mother to
all.
Ngeleza wants to continue in the work
but he does need your united prayers. It
has been wonderful and beautiful to see
how the believers have been helping until
the home can be properly arranged for.
W h y should we go into detail about this
sister's death? Just to show you the result of the Gospel in this dark land. To
show you the result of being wise according to Daniel.
Again I wonder how many of us in the
midst of trouble; yes, even blinded by
tears; will hasten to answer, "Baba," as
little Eunice did when we hear our Father
call " m y child."
W e also want to thank God that He is
with us. He is bringing the people to service but on last Lord's day we thank Him
for helping a backslidder to take a definite
stand for his Lord. There are others
whom we believe will come. Continue to
pray for them. God is able. There are
some who have become free on some lines
but have not yet broken loose.
•Will you, who are interested in God's
.. work, continue to pray for the work and
workers in a definite way?
Yours for the lost,
Abbie B. Winger,
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Mtshabezi Mission
P. B. Bulawayo Rho.
So. Africa
April 5, 1932

Dear Bro. Stump:—
Just a little note with my article to the
Visitor. I fear it is longer than it should be.
If too long, leave anything out you see fit.
I t is often a question to know what one
should write about. Besides most of my work
is not in the writing line so I feel all out of
practice but want to do my part to encourage
the work.
May God continue to bless all the church's
activities at home and abroad.
Also we pray God's blessing upon you and
your work.
The Mission Family is as usual. We have
had some good rains but are looking for the
latter rains.
Your sister in His service,
Abbie B. Winger.

News Notes
tide has come and gone. W e
E ASTER
were glad to again celebrate the resurrection of our Lord Jesus.
Several of our co-workers and a few
other friends were with us here at Matopo
Mission over the Lord's Day. For three
days the school was closed and most of
the boys went home over the week end.
The weather was delightful, adding to the
pleasure of any who could go out into the
hills, and country, for a little change from
their busy life.
The natives are still busy, keeping the
baboons, porcupine, and birds out of their
gardens. Because, of watching the gardens,
some children of school age are kept at
home. Truly these young people need your
prayers, that they may be able to accept
the Gospel, and educational privileges afforded them, and not misuse these great
blessings, thereby bringing reproach upon
the cause. Many of the parents are still
heathen. Prayer is also requested for the
pupil teachers, who are just beginning their
training, that they may have a vision of
their high calling and responsibilities.
Recently one morning there came to us
a heathen woman, bringing her albino son,
a small boy, whose exceedingly bad eyesight and very sensitive skin is causing him
a lot of trouble. She brought him for medical attention, and incidently that he might
receive clothing, as he was clothed in a
grain bag and an old cap, scarcely worthy
the name. She remembered and reminded
the missionary that in previous years, that
missionary had fitted her son with clothing,
so why not do so again? The old question, " W h a t shall I wear?" has also arrived,
here in Rhodesia and our young people like
to dress to attract attention. The boy went
away rejoicing in the possession of a strong
cloth hat, which had been someone's rainy
day protection, and which was now very
useful for a shade to his tender eyes, and
with the promise of clothing, if fire wood
was forthcoming. And this is only one of
the many ways in which we have the opportunity of casting our bread upon the
waters, although their return gifts to us
are somethimes very meager, yet we do appreciate when they bring us a melon, a
fowl, or a bunch of sugar cane in season.

Already the cool nights of early autumn
are upon us. The village people are attentive to the preached word. There is a
ready response of requests for prayer in
our mid-week prayer service. W e solicit
your prayers for the work.
Matopo Mission,
April 4, 1932
Bulawayo, So. Rho.

Victories
TTH Paul we can say, "I am not
ashamed of the gospel of Christ: for
it is the power of God unto salvation to
every one that believeth."
Hearing much of weakness and failures,
we are apt to forget some of His benefits
in saving and keeping grace, so we shall
mention several victories which should
strengthen our faith. One girl having a real
desire to learn and follow the Lord, (which
so often goes toegther with these people),
walked about 5 miles daily to and from
Mtshabezi day school. Later she entered
as a boarder and after some time took ill.
Although she was not able to attend school,
she was at the Wednesday prayer meeting and Saturday P. M. went to meet her
Lord. On her face 'was such a peaceful
look that the Natives, who as a rule don't
care to look at a corpse, were impressed,
and as we laid her in the grave we felt here
is one more victory.
Another sister who never stayed at the
Mission, stood true for years while her husband backslid and later died in his sins.
This widow, the mother of several children
including one child who could not walk,
stood true and for several years taught a
kraal school, which brot real inspiration
to visitors; the Christian atmosphere and
order was all that could be asked for and
pupils could recite many scripture verses.
Later this sister married a Christian man
and moved to a place where they together
opened a work for the Lord. Recently
word came that with expressions of thanksgiving and praise she went to be with her
Lord, so here was a beautiful victorious
life, and one more victory.
Third, we mention a girl who came to the
Mission when young, yielded to the Lord,
lived up to her vows on entering the church,
and also to her marriage vow later. In aiding her husband in building up a new school,
in her home, caring for her husband and 5
children, in entertaining callers or visitors,
in church work, in the community, in her
garden and every way, she measured up to
or did better than the virtuous woman we
read of in Proverbs 31:10-31. Recently
this sister went to meet her Lord, her husband and neighbors rise up and call her
blessed; her children will do the same, so
here is one more victory.
This couple in love and respect for each
other lived more beautiful lives than most
Natives, and the widower now is pleased
to do what he believes his dear wife would
have him do, so contrary to Native custom
he is staying at this place where he will
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continue to teach and preach the Gospel
that more may be saved. Thank God, this
is another victory.
W e could go on and mention many more
cases of victories won, but those mentioned should suffice to show us that it
pays to give the Gospel to these people
for as Jesus said one soul is worth more
than the whole world. These were common people who simply accepted Jesus and
became His children, then they obeyed His
Holy Spirit, so the victor's crown is theirs.
M a y God encourage and inspire us all
anew to earnestly pray for the unsaved and
backsliders till many more will be overcomers thru the merits of Calvary's cross.
Yours for the lost,
W . O. Winger.

the High School. He is a Brahmin by caste,
his grandfather is an idolater (worships
idols) and is a priest in his caste. The
boy's name is Sebendra Nath Sen, his residence is Supaul. This boy used to come to
attend the meetings in the Convention. The
Holy Ghost caught him so firmly that he
began to pray in the meetings, he went to
the altar of God, where he got the peace in
his heart. He gave his evidence before the
church as follows: "That the Christ is the
son of God, who delivered me from my sins,
and washed my heart from the blood (in the
blood) which He shead on Calvary, and I
believe in him as my Saviour. He is the
way, truth and life. Whosoever believeth in
Him shall not perish, but have everlasting
life.
This boy came up to Saharsa to attend the
meetings, he stayed here two three days,
meanwhile his grandfather came here from
Supaul, and after a long discussion, he carried (took) him to Supaul. Though the
boy was not willing to go back along with
his grandfather, but the law of India compelled him. When he reached his house his
grandfather forced him to go before the
idols, though he went but did not speak any
word loudly, he praised his Saviour only
there in his heart, who made him rid from
these idols.
This boy could not stay there in his house,
he ran away as soon as he finished his examination of his class, as I wrote you above.
As I was writing you this letter Rev.
Dick came to my house smiling, I guess
there is some good news, so he told me that
Sebendra Nath Sen, who left his house, is
now with Rev. P. A. Smith. We thank the
Lord, as we the people could not forget him
in our prayers. Our Saviour the Lord Jesus
Christ win (won) a soul through this Convention. My dear Madam, will you not be
happy to learn that the Lord Jesus has done
such a big work through this Convention?
I think you will surely be!

when we were preaching in town and
villages the people were gathering in big
multitudes, and so on at evening time, when
we were preaching through the magic lantern. The people were coming in a good
multitude, if I do no mistake, the number
was no less than five hundred, and sometimes a little more or less. We used to go
in villages with the magic lantern, as the
people called us there. They were hearing
about the Christ very nicely.
We found the people on this side that
they were quite unknown from the true God
and Salvation, we looked upon them like the
sheep who have no shepherd.
We are very greatful to you for your
prayers, interest, and for your donations
for the work. We wish you God's richest
blessings.
Now I wish to let you know for myself
I am a preacher here in this Mission since
fourteen years ago (he has been a baptized
member for almost that long, but has been
a professing Christian since childhood, having been trained in a neighboring Mission
as a preacher.) My age is about fifty, but
I thank the Lord I am healthy. I am sorry
my dear wife died September nineteen
thirty-one by the Consumption. We had
three sons; the eldest one died here in Saharsa ten years ago, the second one is working in a Mission as a Bookkeeper and Steno
Typist, the third one is working at Supaul
as a teacher in the Mission School. He has
got his marriage on the twentyfifth of November nineteen thirty-one, and they both
are happy.
When I joined this Mission there were a
very few people (Christians) and some missionaries only, but now we thank the Lord,
who gave such blessings to this Mission.
The Mission work is on advance. The number of people (Christians, , etc.) have increased up to two hundred. There are two
Orphanage Schools, one for girls in Saharsa
and the other for boys in Supaul.
My dear madam, now I close this letter
with my best love and compliments to you
and yours. After receiving the reply to
this letter I shall try to write you with detail.
Yours in Christ,
Garib Singh.

A LETTER WRITTEN BY A NATIVE
OF INDIA
Saharsa P. O.
Bhagalpur District
Behar Province, India
My dear Madam:
"The peace of God be with us forever."
I am glad to hear from a letter sent to
Miss A. M. Steckley, by Mrs. Foote from
America, that here is a Gentle Lady who
wants to hear something about the Mission
Work in India. I am glad to let you know
about the same. I hope you will be much
pleased to read this letter.
The area in which the Brethren in Christ
Mission is working is more than two thousand one hundred and eleven square miles
and the population is no less than one million six hundred thousand. Among such a
big population there are four Mission Stations only (of the Brethren in Christ Mission, and two of these are outstations occupied by native Christian workers). These
stations are in two Sub-divisions of Bhagalpur District, both these subdivisions are
situated to the north of Bhagalpur (City.)
We thank the Lord for the Convention
which was held here in the month of October nineteen thirty-one for about sixteen
days in two places, first in Supaul Station,
then in Saharsa.
The speaker who was called here was &
spiritual and pious man, indeed. He gave
many interesting lectures (sermons). The
Holy Spirit got a good chance to do his
work into the hearts of many people. During the Convention many people accepted
their sins (or acknowledged them). They
went before the altar of God for their repentance to their sins, before God and got
their New Birth. We the Christians were
much pleased to hear the word of God, ani?
praised Him.
The speaker's aim was at Repentence and
New Birth. He has been called from Central Province. His name is Rev. P. A. Smith.
One of the Foreign Missionaries is famous
in many churches in India.
You would be glad some more to hear,
that a Hindu boy seventeen years old,^of_a
high family, and a son of a rich man. He is
a student of second class (Sophomore) of

My dear Madam, I wish to let you know
about the tour we did near the boundary of
Nepal Dominion which is twenty-nine miles
away from Supaul to the North side, the
last year in the month of November nineteen thirty one.
Our group consisted of four people, two
males and two females, Rev. Paulus and I,
named G. Singh, Mrs. Paulus and one Bible
woman, and there were three people more
with us to help us. We had our routine for
daily work in this way. Seven to twelve A.
M. we were working into the villages. Seven
to Nine at evening we were working in the
Magic Lantern (meetings).
When we erected our tents in a garden of
mangoe trees, the people thought us that
these people are belonging to a theator or
circus company, as they had never seen a
preacher teaching them about the God and
Christianity before this. But by his grace
when we began to preach among these people they knew us that these have come to
teactr<us about God and salvation. And

Note:—The foregoing letter is a personal one
written to a special friend of the work in India. We have made no corrections or explanations excepting those enclosed in parentheses.
The letter sets forth the phrasiology a n d
thought of an educated Indian.
Ruth B. Foote.

When I found all good men minding the
Bible, and calling it the W o r d of God, and
all bad men disregarding it, I then was sure
that the Bible must be what good men call
it, the W o r d of God.—Maister.
The Lord's answers to prayer are infinitely perfect, and eternity will show that
often when we were asking for a stone
that looked like bread, He was giving us
bread that to our short-sightedness looked
like stone.—J. Southey.

v-
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k Report of Maioli Love Feast

L

Wanezi Mission, April 4, 1932
T o the Evangelical Visitor:
On Saturday and Sunday, March 26th
and 27th, we met at Maioli Church, five
miles east of us, on love feast occasion. The
day before, that is on Good Friday,
we had met at our nearest church,
Shamba, in memory of the death of our
Lord. On Saturday, after the examination
meeting, three souls who had left the
Church because of sin some years ago,
were again received with the right hand of
fellowship, after which we assembled by
the Maioli river, about half a mile away,
where nineteen souls were baptized. Of
these, six were men, seven women, and six
girls. Of these, one was the teacher's
mother, one his sister, and another his
daughter, perhaps only twelve years of age.
The Maioli is a running stream this time
of the year, and the water clear and pure.
W e were again reminded of our own baptism by Elder Samuel Zook, thirty-nine
years ago. W e were reminded also of the
River Jordan and the baptism of Jesus nineteen hundred years ago. M a y these dear
ones all walk in newness of life.
On the morrow, we observed the ordinance of feet-washing and the Lord's supper, when about eighty-four partook of the
feast. These were members from the Outschools, Maioli, Shamba, Kwatemba, and
Mwele. After this service, we had the
privilege to preach to an attentive audience and in a crowded house from I Cor.
15, emphasizing especially the last verse.
Will you all join in prayer for these four
schools, and four congregations, that the
work of the Lord might go forward in their
hearts and lives. And especially for those
baptized that they might grow in grace and
the knowledge of the truth. And for the
teachers Saul Moyo, of Maioli, Nunkwa
Ndhlovu of Shamba, Kutshwekaya Ndhlovu of Kwatemba, and Paul Sitole of
Mwele.
M a y God bless you all,

H. J. Frey.

From Sikalongo Mission, S. A.
By A. E.

J
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Disciple after disciple has taken up the
work, passed from the stage of action, and
still the work is not finished. W e believe
they have been faithful and passed on to
their reward.
The work is still before us and who will
step into the vacant places and help to continue the work? Surely He is speaking to
some one, and will you gladly respond to
his call "Here am I; send me."
Such a vacant place has been made at
Sikalongo Mission, and the call goes out
from the few workers here "Come over
and help us." Are you heeding the call
as from God? God help you to dare and
do for Jesus's sake.
There is a very important part of this
work that all can have the privilege of helping along. There are unlimited resources
in prayer and all can labour with us.
W e give some special requests for prayer. Our teachers here and prospective
teachers.
/esse, who was our first native teacher
at this place, and has been very faithful.
He needs your prayers that he will be faithful unto death. His wife, a professed
Christian is not free from all heathen superstitions.
Arthur and Bope, who have come to us,
qualified young men. The former is quite
spiritual, knows God. The latter just came
to us since Christmas. Both clean exemplary young men.
Daniel, one of our married men, taking
charge of a new out-school.
Shadrack, (married) soon to open a new
school. Has been teaching for a few years.
Josiasi, a new man who lately came to
us, has been sent to Singani's village where
David opened a school last year.
David, (married) has been sent to Matopo Mission, taking Teachers Training
Course.
Paul, (married) and Muchindu were sent
to Matopo Mission the same time David
went.
Bulemu, (son of our brother Charlie
Kaiba, Macha Mission.) Is now in school
at Tiger Kloof Institute, Vryburg, Cape
Providence.
This young man was taught by his father, until his father could no longer teach
him: then he attended Macha Mission
school. Later attended school at Matopo
Mission for a few years, and now is attending school at the above named Institute.
Pray that he may know God in all his saving and sanctifying power, and be made
meet for the Master's use.
And everywhere we need your prayers;
the workers, with their overwhelming
duties, trials, problems, and tests. Tired
bodies, testing climatic conditions, etc.
During April we are expecting Bro. Frey
to visit us when there will be a baptismal
service, also communion service.
The Lord has been very gracious to us
in giving us abundant showers and a prolonged rainy season. The clouds are quite

abundant, and almost daily we are having
showers. The time of season is here when
we speak of the close of the rains, but still
they continue. Rivers and pools are full,
and the earth nearly the same.
W e give thanks unto our God for his
faithfulness to us—the least of his. He has
been very precious, comforting, and sustaining.
J E H O V A H - J I R A H is his name!
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E S U S said, in his prayer of intercession, "I have glorified thee on the
earth: I have finished the work which thou
gavest me to do."
Not many days later he said, "It is
finished: and he bowed his head and delivered up his spirit." W e speak of this
as "the finished work of Christ."
After his resurrection, just before he ascended to the Father, he gave his disciples
jjj a commission "Go ye into all the world,
and preach the gospel to every creature.
He that believeth and is baptized shall be
saved; but he that believeth not shall be
damned."

March 17th.

A Quiver Full of Missionary
Arrows
To live Christ and to give Christ (to a
lost world) is the one supreme business
of every believer.
The Christian (or the Christian church)
that makes no sacrifice to save the lost is
not worthy of the name.
The person who has no vital interest in
giving Christ to the world is a stranger to
Him, or to His plan, or to, both.
T o give the Gospel to all the world is
not optional—it is our Lord's last command.
W e treat Christ the way we treat the
heathen. See Matt. 25:34-35. How are
you treating Him?
T o fail to give the Gospel to the heathen
is a double loss—theirs and ours. They
will die because of ignorance of it, and we
because of disobedience to it.
W e cannot hold the Gospel if we withhold it.

Bibles in m a n y Tongues
A total of 9,745,356 volumes of the Scriptures, issued by the American Bible Society
during 1931 across many lands and in many
tongues, was reported at the 116th annual
meeting of the Society, held Thursday, May
12, at its headquarters, Bible House, Astor
Place. These circulation figures for 1931
bring the total for the 116 years of the Society's service to 237,979,404 volumes. The
purpose of the Society to make the Gospel
available to every man in his own tongue
was furthered in translation, publication,
and distribution activities in 182 different
languages and dialects.
The most notable increase in the circulation of the Scriptures was in Japan. The
distribution of Bibles and Testaments held
up well to the level of last year, while that
of Gospels and other Portions (parts of the
Bible) rose from 700,000 to just over 1,000,000 volumes. The economic situation, which
was serious in Japan, was met by a new edition of Gospels priced at the smallest Japanese coin, one sen a copy. To this was
added the splendid co-operation of a fine
staff of native colporteurs who vigorously
pressed the work in the cities and towns.
In China the great flood dominated the
year's history. Yet throngs of people sought
solace and guidance in the Book of Books
and colporteurs and workers prosecuted the
distribution with energy—even in flooded,
bandit-infested districts! The sale of entire
Bibles increased fifty-eight per cent and
Testaments thirty-five per cent above 1930.
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UNSPIRITUAL HOMES

Christian Life Bible Studies for
Young Peoples Meetings
No. 23
REPENTANCE
Topic for June 5, 1932
Sug. Scripture Reading—Rom. 2:1-11
Is Turning from Sin.
Acts 14:15; I Thess. 1:9; Acts 26:18.
II. Is Required for Pardoning of Sins.
Acts 3:19; Acts 17:30.
III. Was Preached by:
1. John the 'Baptist. Matt. 3:2.
2. Christ, Himself. Mark 1:15.
3. The Apostles. Acts 20:21.
IV. Is Effected by:
1. Conviction of Sin. Acts 2:37, 38.
2. Godly Sorrow. II Cor. 7:10; Ps. 34:18.
V. Is Illustrated by Christ.
Luke 15:17-21 and Matt. 21:29.
VI. Time to Repent.
1. II Cor. 6:2; find other references.
2. Too late, Heb. 12:17; I Sam. 15:24.
VII. Examples of Repentance.
1. True—
Ninevites. Jonah 3:5-8.
David. II Sam. 12:13.
2. F a l s e Judas. Matt. 27:3-5.

No. 24.
HOW TO KEEP THE VICTORY
Topic for June 12, 1932
Sug. Scripture Reading—I John 5:1-5

I.

Suggestions for the Children:
Have them relate the Bible stories referred to in VI and VII above.
What are some further evidences of
genuine repentance?
1. C
of S
. I John 1:9.
2. P
Evil W
. Isa. 55:7.
3. S
from Evil As
. II
Cor. 6:14-18.
4. A F
S
. Matt. 6:14, 15.
5. R—t—t—t
. Luke 19:8; Lev. 6:1-5.
Call on several volunteers to relate experiences of repentance, of their own or of
someone else, of those young in years and of
those older in life, showing the increasing
bitterness of the experience if put off when
the Lord calls.
Applying the Truth to Daily Life:
Is it true repentance if confession and
restitution are omitted?
What are the results of stressing repentance above measure?
What dangers are there in preaching a
Gospel that does not emphasize repentance ?
Subjects for Essays to be written and read:
Godly Sorrow Compared with Regret.
Difference between Legal and Scriptural
Repentance.
(Suggestion—After the lesson send the
articles to the Visitor.)
IN THE PAPER MIEE
In the paper mill, what a contrast between
the heap of filthy rags at one end and the
spotless white paper at the other! What a
trial the rags go through before they emerge
in this new form! Torn to pieces and ground
to pulp, bleached with chloride of lime till all
stains are removed, washed over and over;
submitted to another bleaching by the action
of chlorine and alum: washed again, till the
levigated pulp or stuff is white as cream or
snowflakes; caught upon a wire cylinder, after
the severe shaking by the Fourdrinier process
which crosses the fibers and gives compactness
and firmness to the fabric: and then passed between and around hot surfaces, which makes
the paper smooth and even—how like the Divine discipline by which the tribulation-..out of
which all thev come our filthiness is cleansed
awav; how like us who have washed their^
robe's and made them white in the Blood of
the Lamb!—Dr. A. T. Pierson.

I.

Requisites in Attaining the Victory.
1. Repentance and faith. Acts 20:21;
Luke 3:8.
2. The New Birth. John 3:5; II Cor. 5:17.
3. Crucifixion to sin, the world and self.
Rom. 6:11; Gal. 6:14; Gal. 2.20.
4. Yielding to God. Rom. 12:1; Rom. 6:13.
5. Sealed with the Holy Spirit. Eph. 1:13,
14; Eph. 4:30.
Etc.
II. Things which Hinder the Victorious Life
1. Worldly Conversation. Eph. 5:4.
2. Disregard for Others. Rom. 14:21.
3. Reproachful Conduct. I Peter 2:12.
4. Strivings. II Tim. 2:14 and 24.
5. All questionable things and places, not
measuring up to I Cor. 10:31 and Rom.
14:19.
III. Essentials to maintain a state of Victory.
1. W
and P
. Matt. 26:41; I
Thess. 5:17.
2. S
the S
. II Tim. 2:15.
3. O
God fully. Isa. 1:19; Rom.
6:19; II Cor. 10:5.
4. Tes
definitely. Heb. 10:23.
5. Walk by F
not Fe
•. II Cor.
5:7; Gal. 3:11.
6.
R
the D
. James 4:7
Rom. 14:22.
- . Eph. 4:30
not the S
7. G
Gal. 5:25.
Keep C—
out. I John 1:9
I John 2:1.
in the L
. I John 1:7.
9. W
not A—
- of S10. F
Heb. 10:25.
I Tim.
11. L
within our M6:6-11.
Mai.
God His S12. T
. G3:10; I Cor. 16:2.
Suggestions for the Children—
Have everyone prepare to fill the blanks
printed above, and then before the third
division of the outline is spoken upon in the
service, see if the children can read all the
exhortations correctly.
Have the children memorize and repeat
the Ten Commandments.
Explain to them the meaning of each one
of the Ten Commandents.
Tell the children several stories, illustrating the benefits of keeping the victory.
For Practical Discussions—
1. What is meant by the term "The Victory" as used in this lesson?
2. How far reaching are the benefits of
our keeping the "Victory" unwaveringly. _
3. Number five under the second division
of the outline, lends a very good opportunity
for a general discussion on practical questions, which might be doubtful or questionable, such as—the use of our Sundays,
things we wear, places we go, etc.
4. Does the unsaved world know what
"Victory" is in the lives of Christians ?

<t

How we are living on the surface of
things everywhere! How we are dealing
with the flesh and not the spirit of everything! Think what would be the condition
of any household in which spiritual questions took the place of carnal questions, and
you must realize the state in which we live.
Of the daily accidents that now mean nothing, the question in this family would be:
What did God mean by sending this? Of
their intercourse with one another it would
be: How can we help each other to the best
spiritual growth and usefulness? Of the
furnishing of the house, of the hanging of
the pictures, of the setting of the table, of
the inviting of the guests, of the treatment
of the servants, of the division of duties and
the layingout of plans, the universal question would be not for the comfort of the
bodies, but for the stimulation and the satisfaction of the souls of the father and
mother and the boys and girls. Do you
know any such household? And yet here
are so many households that we do know,
dull with a death-like lethargy of intellect
and heart, or kept forever in a tumult by
dispute and restlessness! Surely our unspiritual homes are not so live and peaceable that we can say we do not need for
their salvation that spiritual mindedness
which is life and peace!—Phillips Brooks.
Be content to wade through the waters
betwixt you and glory with Him, holding
His hand fast, for he knoweth all the fords.
Howbeit ye may be ducked, but ye cannot drown, being in His company; and ye
may all the way to glory see the way bedewed with His blood who is the Forerunner. Be not afraid, therefore, when we
come even to the black and swelling river
of death to put in your foot and wade after Him. The current, how strong soever,
cannot carry you down the water to hell.
The Son of God, His death and resurrection are stepping stones and a stay to you;
set down your feet by faith upon these
stones, and go through as on dry land.
—Samuel Rutherford.
It is said if you take one of a migratory
flock of birds out of the line which the
God-given instinct has formed and is guiding to its distant home, and place it behind
iron bars, it will beat its wings against the
cage in its frantic efforts to rise and go on
its journey. But let the season pass in
which birds migrate, then open the cage;
your bird will not go now. You may take
it in your hand and toss it high into the air;
it will be of no use; the instinct for motion
has passed; the bird returns heavily to the
same spot. So decisions for Christ may be
delayed until there is no desire to be His.
—Selected.
Sunshine is delicious, rain is refreshing,
wind braces up, snow is exhilarating; there^
is really no such thing as bad weather,
only different kinds of good weather.
—John Ruskin.
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Religious Mottoes
NEW - ARTISTIC
PERMANENT
No. 753—Size 5x7 inches
Price 75 c e n t s

-

INSPIRATIONAL
DIFFERENT

No. 751—Size 5x7 inches
Price 75 cents

Cel-o-Art Religious Mottoes a r e beautiful a r t pict u r e s , designs a n d religious s e n t i m e n t s with t r a n s p a r e n t Cel-o coverings which a d d l u s t r e and b e a u t y ,
m a k i n g a line entirely n e w a n d different.
The designs a r e fully p r o t e c t e d a n d p e r m a n e n t l y
p r e s e r v e d b y this g l a s s like covering which is w a s h able b u t u n b r e a k a b l e .
Ideal f o r t h e home, office, church, or Sunday School
rooms, hospitals, prisons, etc. Excellent f o r r e w a r d
or g i f t p u r p o s e s . Requires n o p a c k i n g for m a i l i n g
as t h e y a r e u n b r e a k a b l e .

AGENTS

WANTED

N o . 604—Size 6 inches
Price 50 cents

N o . 602—Size 6 inches
No. 601—Same no t e x t
Price 50 cents

N o . 410—
Size 4 inches
Price 25c

No. 402—Size 4 inches—same t e x t
and design as N o . 602. Price 25c

No. 404—
Size 4 inches
Price 25c

N o . 403Size 4 inches
P r i c e 25c

N o . 606—Size 6 inches
Price 50 cents

No. 405—
Size 4 inches
Price 25c
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No. 6016 — G r e y ,
Purple, and White

No. 6014 — G r e y ,
Ivory, and Black

No. 6018 — Harmony of three
Greens

No. 6011 — Light
and dark Green
Silhouette
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No. 6013 — R e d ,
Pink, and Green

No. 6015 — Brown,
Buff, and Green ,
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Daily Devotional Wall Plaques
"Made by N e w Oil P a i n t P r o c e s s "
by occasionally wiping w i t h a d a m p cloth
or b y u s i n g a r t g u m .
Come in Glassine envelope. Size 5 % x
8% inches. Silk ribbon h a n g e r . Beautifully
finished.
Price 25c each

H e r e ' s s o m e t h i n g else t h a t ' s new. T h e
a r t i s t i c silhouette style designs a r e in
h a r m o n i o u s colors. Cannot w a r p or fade.
These a r e genuine oil-paint process
plaques a n d c a n be k e p t fresh a n d clean
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No. 6017 — Light
and dark Blue
Silhouette
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301 N o r t h E l m Street, N a p p a n e e , I n d i a n a
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No. 6012 — Lavender, Blue, and
Tellow
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Your last Opportunity—this Offer Positively
Closes June 1, 1932
FOR NEW SUBSCRIPTIONS — RENEWALS AT A SAVING
JUST ABOUT THIS TIME LAST YEAR THERE WAS A FINE RESPONSE TO OUR BIBLE AND SUBSCRIPTION OFFER. THIS YEAR WE HAVE SOMETHING EVEN BETTER TO OFFER YOU.

A REAL SAVING

THINK OF IT

Of course you w a n t to m a k e y o u r money go as f a r a s
possible. E x a m i n e carefully t h e offers below and notice t h e
wonderful saving to you. E v e n if y o u r subscription is n o t
y e t expired, r e n e w now and save. Send t h e " V i s i t o r " to a
neighbor or friend and h a v e t h e Bible come to you, or why
not go out and g e t several subscriptions a t this r e m a r k a b l e
s a v i n g ? Ask your friends and n e i g h b o r s to subscribe.

You, y o u r neighbor, or friend can have t h i s s o u l - s t i r r i n g
m a g a z i n e F R E E t o g e t h e r w i t h a 'Bible for less t h a n t h e
r e g u l a r price of t h e Bible alone. Do you need a n e w Bible ?
Does your boy or girl h a v e a Bible of t h e i r own ? Would you
like to give a Bible for g r a d u a t i o n , b i r t h d a y , or C h r i s t m a s ?
Does some w o r t h y p e r s o n in y o u r c o m m u n i t y need a Bible?
W h y not supply some such need now a t t h i s big saving.

T W O VERY R E M A R K A B L E O F F E R S
No doubt h e r e a r e two of t h e m o s t r e m a r k a b l e offers you h a v e
seen. You can have y o u r choice of these splendid Bibles t o g e t h e r with
a F R E E subscription to t h i s m a g a z i n e for less t h a n t h e r e g u l a r selling price of t h e Bible alone.

Offer No. 1 for $2.00
If you accept offer No. 1, you g e t t h e Red L e t t e r , Concordance
Bible with references and helps, i l l u s t r a t e d a t t h e left and O N E
Y E A R ' S subscription to t h e Evangelical Visitor (a bi-weekly filled
w i t h soul-inspiring m e s s a g e s ) all for less t h a n t h e r e g u l a r price of
t h e Bible alone.
O F F E R No. 1 for N E W S U B S C R I P T I O N S includes:
1 Bible No. A-275C, price
.
$2.25
1 y e a r ' s subscription to t h e Evangelical Visitor, price.... 1.50
Total
$3.75
Our special offer price
..$2.00
You save
$1.75
FOR R E N E W A L S A D D 50c TO A B O V E O F F E R .

Offer No. 2 for $1.00
New friends will be especially a t t r a c t e d by t h i s very special offer.
The offer includes t h e self-pronouncing, scholars Bible, w i t h helps
and m a p s shown a t t h e r i g h t and T H R E E M O N T H ' S subscription t o
t h e Evangelical Visitor (a bi-weekly m a g a z i n e of vital C h r i s t i a n t e a c h ings) all for m u c h less t h a n t h e price of t h e Bible alone.
O F F E R N o . 2 for N E W S U B S C R I P T I O N S includes:
1 Bible No. A-514, price
$1.75
3 m o n t h ' s subscription to t h e Evangelical Visitor, price.. 0.50
Total
$2.25
Our special offer price
$1.00
You save
..$1.25
FOR R E N E W A L S F O R 3 M O N T H S ADD 50c TO A B O V E O F F E R

BIBLE No. A-275C
E a s y reading, black
face minion type, center
column references, KingJames Version, over 200
pages of complete helps,
including
concordance,
colored maps, references,
etc., words of Christ in
red, Morocco grained, imitation leather, overlapping cover, size 7x4%",
price Bible only
$2.25

T y p e specimen Bible N o . A-275C
CHAPTER 12.
1 Samuel reasons with Israel. 16 He admonishes them. 20 Comfort in God'.:
mercy.
ND Samuel said unto all Israel,
Behold, I have hearkened untc
your voice in all that ye said 'jat<
me, and have made a kinp^over vou

A

T y p e specimen Bible N o . A-514
B72
CHAPTER 10.^
Reproof of Israel and a threat.
" S'RA-EL is an empty vine, hf
bringeth forth fruit unto himself:
according to the multitude of his fruii
he hath increased the altars; according to the goodness of his land thej
have made goodly images.

I

Send your order at once. This offer is good only until J u n e
1932, or until t h e supply of Bibles is gone

1st,

BIBLE No. A-514
Clear, black face, brevier s e l f pronouncing
type, King James Version, about 50 pages of
study helps and 8 colored
maps very valuable to
Bible students, Morocco
grained, imitation leather, overlapping c o v e r ,
round corners, red edges,
s i z e 4 % x 7 % inches,
price, Bible only
S1.75

E. V. PUBLISHING HOUSE, 301-5 No. Elm Street Nappanee, Ind,
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